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Back to the Water
Returning to
Health Means
Enjoying More
of Our Lakes

especially if you’re also providing
all the horsepower.
I also bring up my bad back not
to bemoan the fact that I’ve been
suffering from a bulging disc since
November of last year, but to
thank the folks that comprise the
treatment regime that is now
working for me.

So we’ve got a great issue
for you to check out this
month as we bid a fond
farewell to the ice and
welcome back open water
season with a bang.
We’ve got a terrific salute
to the Dogs of Our Lakes in
this month’s Reader Photos
section.
There is also a great
feature on the Kingston
Canoe and Kayak Fishing
Club. If paddle-power or
semi-competitive fishing is
your thing, this is definitely
the group for you.
Not to get political but
their Catch-Photo-Release
system should be a model
for all tournaments moving
forward around Our Lakes.
Off my soapbox now…
One of the things I love
about this group of K-Town
anglers and my chats with
the fellas largely steering
the ship – Mitch and Jeff – is
how accommodating they
are. There are many kayakonly fishing series; not a lot
permit the use of canoes. I
grew up canoeing and at
one time used my youthful,
stout frame to portage a
canoe and two packs
around Algonquin and
Frontenac Parks for fun.

Fishing was obviously a big part of
that.
Nowadays my back would never
stand-up to the ‘pleasures’ of
paddling endlessly with the wind;
dry, flat, bug-free portages; and,
only sitting on logs or the earth
itself, your reward for which is the
firmest night’s sleep you’ll ever find.
My now rapidly aging body has
suffered countless back and ankle
injuries over the years and I find
fishing from a kayak extremely
painful, let alone uncomfortable,
but a canoe with a seat which
supports my lower back… this
sounds like fun. You might even see
Team Our Lakes at the virtual
tourneys down the road. I have to
get in shape first. People don’t
realize or consider the physical
rigours of competitive fishing
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Dr. Alana Way at Barriefield
Family Chiropractic Center, the
skilled Registered Massage
Therapists at Deep Rooted
Massage (Chantal, Bayleigh and
Ashley have each taken a turn at
me thus far), the awesome team
at Hydrathletics delivering
physiotherapy (both pool-based
and on dry land), as well as my
long-time family doc, Dr. Nick
Cristoveanu at Frontenac Medical
Associates – together you all have
me on the trail to a much better
quality of life than I have known
for the past six months.
It’s up to me to keep that going
and make choices that minimize
reaggravation of the nerve but
thank you to all of you who
helped put Humpty Dumpty
together again.
A big thank you as well to all
our advertisers, new and more
seasoned among you. Your
support keeps the boat afloat.
Much appreciated also to our
readers, especially those among
you who are good tippers!
If you really enjoy the issue,
might I humbly suggest a
gratuity? You can send any and all
E-transfers through to
john@curranadassociates.com.
Now where did I tuck my paddle
away last fall? JC

Photo by Jenn Campbell

Photo by Kim De Angelis

Buck Lake

'To the Lake' – taken on
the way to our cottage on
Birch Island, Sand Lake.

Our Best Friends
Photo by Penny Haskin

“Ready For A Gator Ride” on
Upper Beverley Lake.

For many of us, the lake wouldn’t be the
same without our four-legged friends. Short,
tall, shaggy or shaved – we love ’em all, don’t
we? Here’s to the pooches of Our Lakes!
Thanks to all who have submitted shots
for publication. If you would like to send us
something to consider, please email a full
resolution .jpg file to editor@ourlakes.ca.

Photo by Phil Peebles
Captain Teddy at Portland Bay.
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Photo by Steacy Kavaner

So which lakes are

Our Lakes?
13 Island Lake
14 Island Lake
Big Salmon Lake
Birch Lake
Bobs & Crow Lakes
Buck Lake
Bulls Eye Lake
Charleston Lake
Collins Lake
Cronk Lake
Desert Lake
Devil Lake
Dog & Cranberry Lakes
Elbow Lake
Gananoque Lake
Howes Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Lake Ontario
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Newboro Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Pearkes Lake
Potspoon Lake
Rideau Lakes
Sand Lake
Sydenham Lake
Thirty Island Lake
Traverse Lake
Upper & Lower Rock Lakes
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!
No matter where you enjoy
the Frontenac Arch
waterfront, we invite your
comments and submissions
for articles, photos or
announcements. All written
submissions must be
compatible with MS Word.
We reserve the right to edit
for space, clarity, and
good taste. Email
editor@ourlakes.ca.

Continued: Friend of a Friend
Photo by Glenn Sorensen
Best friends at Chippego Lake.

Photo by Kim De Angelis
Sand Lake.
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Continued: Ahead of the Pack
Photo by Penny Haskin
On the way to the cottage,
Upper Beverley Lake.
Photo by Glenn Sorensen

Photo by Lisa

Zoey at Dawn on

Langlois, near

Chippego Lake.

Chaffey’s Lock.

Photo by Julie Dier
Koda the Leader.
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Photo by Penny Haskin
“Me & My Bumpy” on Upper Beverley Lake.

Continued: Dog Days at the Lake

Photo by Amy Roach
“I could do this all day,” Clear Lake.
Photo by Jenn Campbell
Buck Lake.
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Photo by Massey Leach-Rathwell
Big Rideau Lake.

Photo by Jenn Campbell
Buck Lake.

Hiking is Doggone Fun for Pooches, Too
By Dr. Louise Langlais
I love hiking. It’s a great way
to relax and enjoy nature. It’s a
great way to stay fit. And it’s
even better when I’ve got a dog
along for company. Obviously
many of you feel the same way,
because I often encounter dogs
with their owners while out on
local trails.

consumes another animal’s feces,
infected soil, infected water, or a
small mammal such as a
mouse. Some can infect humans,
so it’s important to have your
family protected, too!

6) Deer ticks and Lyme disease
are spreading. Ticks are even active
in the winter if the temps rise
above 4C. Talk to your veterinarian
about tick prevention products and
use them year-round. Check your
dog for ticks at the end of your
walk. If you find one, bring your
dog to your vet to have the tick
removed, and to have it sent off for
identification.

I’m often asked what should
be done to keep dogs healthy on
the trail. Here are a few things I
recommend:
1) Make sure your dog is up to
date on its vaccinations. Wildlife
can carry all sorts of diseases,
such as Rabies, Canine
Distemper and Leptospirosis.
These are common infectious
diseases in Ontario. Some of
these germs can survive in the
environment, so direct contact is
not necessary for your dog to get
sick. Sources of infection can be
other dogs or wild animals. Your
pets can even get exposed in
your backyard!
2) Talk to your veterinarian
about a parasite prevention
program. Many parts of Ontario
are considered an endemic area
for Canine Heartworm Disease.
This nasty parasite is transmitted
by mosquitoes. Treatment
involves multiple injections of an
arsenic-based medication,
dangerous and expensive.
Prevention, on the other hand, is
safe and affordable. Other
parasites your dog might
encounter include roundworms,
hookworms, whipworms,
tapeworms and Giardia. These
are usually contracted if a dog

So try not to let your pooch drink
from ponds and streams if that’s
possible. If not, make sure you get
his feces tested several times per
year for this parasite, for his health
and that of your family.

3) Keep your dog on a leash, or
at least put him/her on a leash
when you see other hikers or dogs
on the trail. Your dog might be
friendly, but the other dog might
not be! And some people are
terrified of dogs, so they don’t
appreciate being rushed by a
rambunctious pooch.
4) Don’t exercise your dog
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
extremely hot days. Dogs can’t
cool themselves by sweating like
we can, so they are more prone to
overheating than humans. And
they often don’t know when to
quit. So play it safe and choose to
walk in the morning or in the
evening when the temperature is
not as extreme.

7) Bring a first aid kit that
includes items for your dog. You’ll
want to have some of the supplies
in your pack, others in your
car. Yes, many of the items
in your first aid kit are ok to use on
pets. However, most human
medications are not, so don’t give
any without checking with a vet
first! Why not program that phone
number, and that of the local
emergency clinic, into your cell
phone before you head out?
8) Pick up that poop. It’s ugly, it’s
bad for the environment, and it can
infect other animals. Ditto for the
poop bags.

Don’t forget that your
veterinarian is your best source for
pet care information. Together you
can help ensure you and your dog
have a great hike on every
5) Make sure your dog has clean excursion!
water to drink. Bring some extra
Dr. Louise Langlais is a retired
for him, and a collapsible bowl to
veterinarian. She enjoys hiking,
drink from. Yes, dogs can get
paddling, cycling and
Giardia (aka Beaver fever) from
contaminated water like we can.
backcountry camping.
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Our Bugs Awaken

On April 30, as a mining bee and fly shared a
dappled willow for nectaring (from top,
clockwise), another fly decided to soak in the
warm sunlight.
Elsewhere in the hyacinths, a western honey
bee meets a greater bee fly; while another
mining bee visits the garden to nectar.
Our bugs are back and waking up with the
season. Their beauty and diversity is almost
unmatched and so easily observed if we take the
time to look closely at the world that is all
around us.

Roger Lupton is a retired high school
Biology and Chemistry teacher. Now former
world traveler (due to Covid-19), cook,
bottle-washer, photographer, fisherman,
hunter, archaeology assistant, rough
carpenter, American Flyer electric train
buff, and Manchester United fan. You can
enjoy more of his photos here on Flickr.
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Subscribe &
Win With
Our Lakes
We’re looking to build our subscriber base,
and that’s great news for you because you could
win one of five amazing prizes just for taking out
a free subscription to Our Lakes e-magazine!

Visit OurLakes.ca and join today!
Prizes may not be exactly as pictured but include: Click & Grow 3 indoor garden system, framed limited edition Northern
Lights Ducks Unlimited print, framed limited edition Morning Mist Ducks Unlimited print,
Brother CS6000i computerized sewing and quilting machine, & Husqvarna 326AI25 power ice auger with 8-inch blade.
No deadline is set for specific draw dates. Winners will be notified via email & draws will take place as certain
thresholds are met in terms of total email subscribers. Call 613-331-4444 if you have any questions.
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The Good Old
Sugar Shack
The past month has found many folks out
at their sugar shacks making maple syrup and
sugar. This one is located at Fortune Farms on
Wolfe Grove Road, east of Middleville, Lanark
County, Fortunefarms.ca.
Photo courtesy of Eric Boysen

To access a larger, browser-based version of these graphics, visit the Visual Capitalist.
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Turtle Doc to Air Soon
OTCC & Turtle Troopers
Help Filmmakers Shed
Light on Poaching Crisis

Andrew Fuyarchuk first witnessed a man
catching and keeping turtles from a pond
near his local library about a decade ago.
He recalls how as each one plunked into
the bucket, his interest grew. That disturbing
scene ultimately led the Yorkville University
general studies professor to embark upon a
10-year passion project to combat turtle
poaching in his Markham Stouffville
community and beyond.
“I’ve got an eye and a love for nature, so it
was natural for me to notice what was going
on with the turtles. I realized pretty early on
that this was organized poaching and that
people were doing it for profit, but I had no
idea of the scale at the time,” Fuyarchuk
said, noting that turtles are often poached
for the food, medicine, and pet trades. “At
first I thought it was just local people doing it
for pocket money. But when I noticed them
disappearing from my local pond in large
numbers, that’s when I got on the case.”
After years of jotting down license plate
numbers and logging countless calls
to Ministry of Natural Resources and law
enforcement officials to report suspected
turtle poachers, Fuyarchuk decided last year
to take a new approach to his turtle
conservation efforts – to produce a
documentary on the subject.
With the assistance of Yorkville University
faculty development funding, Fuyarchuk was
able to hire a talented crew of film
production graduates from Yorkville
affiliate, Toronto Film School, to bring his
vision to the big screen in Turtles of Ontario:
A Silent Cry for Help.
“Last summer I really realized the scale of
the operation, and it was my frustration at

not being able to derail the complete elimination
of turtle populations in my area that was what
got the doc rolling,” he explained.
Directed by TFS alumnus and Yorkville
University student Egor Trushin, the 30-minute
documentary will air on CBC in the coming
months – Our Lakes will post the date on
Facebook when it is known.
“We want people to watch this film and
recognize this is a big issue in Toronto, because
when Andrew explained to me what was
happening, I, like many, was surprised to learn
about it – turtle poaching is not a topic that you
hear about too often,” said Trushin. “My goal
with this documentary is to showcase the issue,
then show what’s being done now to solve this
issue, then send a message of hope and a call to
action to show regular people what they can do
to help improve the situation.”
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Continued: Spectrum of Sources
To those ends, Fuyarchuk said he and Trushin
interviewed a broad spectrum of people
involved in the fight against turtle poaching in
Ontario, including both ministry officials and
local grassroots conservationists.
On the law enforcement side of things,
Fuyarchuk said they sat down with Julie
Lawrence, a Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry officer based out of Peterborough, and
Andre Lupert, the Acting Regional Director for
Wildlife Enforcement from Environment
Canada.
On the conservation front, the pair also
talked to Sue Carstairs, the medical director for
the Ontario Turtle Conservation Centre, and
Lori Leckie and Christina Cicconetti from
the Heart Lake Turtle Troopers.

“So, on the one side you’ve got the
perspective of law enforcement on poaching,
and we really get to see the issue through the
eyes of what (Lawrence and Lupert) do, which
was really enlightening, and I’m so grateful for
their time,” Fuyarchuk said.
“Then, on the other side, we’ve got the
conservation efforts through the eyes of the
NGO and citizens…You meet these people, and
there’s no reason they do what they do but pure
passion.”
For Leckie, the whole experience has been a
bit of a whirlwind, but she is happy to have had
the opportunity to be involved.
“I was contacted by (Fuyarchuk) in early spring
of 2021 through the Ontario Turtle Conservation
Centre. He wanted to ask us if we had a

Looking for more Our Lakes?
Check Out Our Archives
Click on the individual covers below to access previous issues
or visit ourlakes.ca/current-and-back-issues/
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Continued: Public Education Blitz
poaching problem in our area,” she said. “In our
experience we have partnered with Brampton
Security Services and reported numerous
attempts and activities at one of our local lakes
this past year. We call Brampton Security and
it’s been a deterrent to activities in our area for
sure.”
She says a large public awareness blitz by the
Turtle Troopers has meant a lot more eyes on
local lakes, ponds and potential nesting areas as
well as more suspicious activity being reported
to authorities.

waiting on CBC to make the final decision. It will be
airing across Canada.”

She said in order to end the illegal trade of
turtles and other animals there are several
common-sense steps that need to happen.

While Fuyarchuk said Turtles of
Ontario represents his first – and likely last – foray
into filmmaking, he’s anxious to see what kind of
reception the film receives upon its release.

1) People need to stop buying these animals.
2) Ban the sale of turtles in all pet stores.

“For me, it’s about public awareness and
education about the environment in general, and
turtles in particular,” he said.

3) Report suspicious activity to your local city
parks department, work with your local animal
services, and report to provincial wildlife
authorities.

“What I hope people take away from watching
this documentary is that it’s so easy to actively
preserve and care for your natural environment,
because it literally is in your backyard and in your
public parks. The average citizen can do a lot.”

4) Form your own community turtle trooper
volunteer group.
“Many have formed as a direct result of
seeing our work in Brampton,” she added. “We
have calls coming in from all over the province
asking us how they can help and OTCC has now
set up a registry to connect all groups into one
website. We are not on this right now but they
are adding dozens of turtle groups to this list
including Heart Lake Turtle Troopers, Acton
Turtles, Halton Hills Turtles, Turtles Kingston,
Turtle Guardians in Haliburton, Think Turtle,
Scales National Park.” To access the registry surf
to ontarioturtle.ca.

Heart Lake Turtle Troopers started with two
members and now has close to 800. There is a real
interest to help our local turtle species, Leckie
concluded, adding most people who have joined
had no previous knowledge that Brampton had
turtles, that there is a problem with their declining
population, or that poachers exist.
“They ask me ‘Why do they want these turtles?’
They are shocked. Now they are invested in helping
with their nests, helping them on our busy
roadways,” she said. “We have created true
advocacy at the ground level. A true investment of
time and interest from citizens ranging in age from
public school to seniors in their 80s that work with
us now.”

“We have to collaborate together. All
stakeholders, biologists, conservation groups
like TRCA and Credit Valley Conservation
Authority, businesses and regular people like
myself.”

If you would like to watch the trailer for the
documentary, follow this online link to Turtles of
Ontario.

She said it is exciting waiting for the film to
come out for mass release. “The producer is
14

Waterfront Skyrockets
Land O’Lakes
Rec Real Estate Sees
Second Highest Price
Jump in Canada

Graphics courtesy
of Royal LePage

Royal LePage reports single-family waterfront
property prices around Our Lakes shot up 60.7%
in 2021 and they’re only expected to go higher
this year with demand vastly outpacing supply.
The area the real estate leader defines as
Land O’Lakes – which is roughly the same area
we define as Our Lakes: Frontenac, Kingston,
Quinte, and points north, although Royal
LePage breaks the Rideau Lakes out into a
separate category – saw the second biggest
surge in the nation with the average pegged at
$723,000 last year versus $450,000 in 2020.
Only the Annapolis Valley, N.S., experienced a
larger increase with a 70% climb to $357,000 in
2021 from $210,000 the year prior.
“Waterfront has been insane,” confirmed
Kingston area Royal LePage Broker Colleen
Emmerson. She pointed to one client who was
trying to buy a small viceroy style cottage listed
for $399,000. “They offered $650,000 but there
were multiple offers and missed out when it
sold for $750,000 to another buyer. After, they
were relieved they didn’t get it because it was
more than they could really afford.”

Non-waterfront property prices in the Land O’Lakes
area also increased but by a much more modest 27.5%,
$320,000 in 2021 compared to $251,000 in 2020. This was
lower than the province-wide average of 34.6%, though
still slightly higher than the 27% national increase.
In Sydenham, for example, Emmerson recalled a listing
last year where the owners had paid $465,000 five years
ago.
“We listed at $779,000 and they thought it was too
high and the property would never sell. We ended up
with multiple buyers interested and it sold for $1,001,000
– that wasn’t even waterfront, it was on municipal water.
We actually had an offer that was $2,000 higher but the
successful buyer had written a very personal letter with
their offer explaining how they could envision raising
their three children in the home and how much they liked
the schools, the community. It really touched the seller
and made the difference.”
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Continued: Full National Breakdown
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Calling All Lake & Road Associations

Wants to
Partner
With You!
Grow your reach, open new avenues for member recruitment,
build your group’s profile within your lake community as well as
the broader area and enhance the value proposition for
the lifeblood of your organization – your members!
•
•
•

Submit a monthly column for
publication in the issue
Enjoy a free display ad to help
attract new members
Promote your events, citizen
scientist opportunities, and other
association activities for free

•
•
•

Get a free subscription to Our Lakes
for every member of your organization
Help build awareness of the good
things happening around the area
Encourage lake stewardship among
your members and the broader
community at large

Contact John Curran, Publisher
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444
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Continued: Rideau Lakes Prices Lower
Along the Rideau, the average price for a
single-family property only increased 25.6% to
$609,000 in 2021 from $485,000 12 months
earlier. For those focused on waterfront, Rideau
Lakes prices went to $614,000 from $525,000 –
just 17.0% higher. That was the second smallest
increase in Ontario behind only Haliburton
County at 14.4%.
Last year’s increases built on those of 2020
creating the hottest recreational real estate
market in living memory.
Mike Giffin, Sales
Representative with the
Giffin-Peachey-Bagg Real
Estate Team at Royal
LePage ProAlliance Realty,
said while there is a
levelling off happening in
the broader Kingston
residential market, recreational listings are still
almost non-existent while the demand is still
there. “It’s part of a bigger shift in society, people
want to buy cottages rather than spending their
money traveling the world,” he said. “Waterfront
is still crazy – we’re not getting any more of it –
places that sold two years ago would go for
double in today’s market.”
He recalled a recent listing they did for a
1,200-square-foot, three-season cottage. “We
put it on the market at $600,000 and it sold for
just under $1 million.”
His advice to would-be waterfront sellers was
not to rush but instead choose a time to list that
works for you and your family. “Demand is going
to be there when you are ready to sell. It’s mainly
coming out of Toronto right now… Just be sure to
consult a qualified real estate agent when you do
decide to sell.”

Anyone who held-off pulling the trigger last year
should only expect even higher prices in 2022.
Single-family recreational homes Ontario-wide are
forecast to increase 13% – the average is pegged at
$737,890 versus $653,000 in 2021. Giffin
concluded, those numbers locally will likely prove
to be higher than the provincial average.
“Even waterfront lots, anything within 30
minutes of Kingston is at least $400,000.”

Relax, Unwind And Be Pampered
Beauty Industry Experts Since ’95
New Path Spa offers high quality facial and body
treatments to suit your needs. We welcome you to
reconnect with a sense of total wellbeing through
the ritual of renewed relaxation. Each of our guests
will experience a customized pampering from highly
qualified therapists in our Covid-safe sanctuary.
Come see Magda, Taylor,
Andrea and Anne today!
729 Gardiners Road
Kingston, ON K7M 3Y5

(613) 634-9611
newpathspa.com

For potential buyers unfortunately, he said the
time when the old rule of thumb that you could
buy a cottage for half the price of your house are
long gone. “For young buyers, do whatever you
need to do… buy a piece of land and park a trailer
on it for a few years if you need to.”
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Photo courtesy of South Frontenac Twp.

South Front Breaks Ground on Fire Hall
South Frontenac Council, Fire and Rescue
personnel, and Township staff gathered at 4490
Battersea Road recently to officially begin work
on what will soon become Fire Station 8.
“This is an exciting time to be a resident of
South Frontenac,” said Mayor Ron Vandewal.
“Council is honoured to be able to break ground
and start construction on the new Station 8 Fire
Hall, as public safety is a responsibility we take
seriously in this community,” explained
Vandewal. “Being committed to the protection
of our residents means having the infrastructure
and resources needed to respond to
emergencies effectively and efficiently – this
new facility will ensure our fire service can
continue to provide the level of service residents
have come to rely on.”

“As one of our most active stations, the
additional space that is being added to both the
garage bays and training room will be of great
use to our fire services,” said Chief Darcy Knott,
Director of Fire and Emergency Services.

With a total of eight stations across the
Township, this new building will be of similar
design to the Perth Road Station that opened in
2018 and will act as a replacement for the
current Station 8 in Sunbury and former station
9 on Burnt Hills Road. Geographically central to
future growth in the Township’s east end, the
new facility will ensure the fire service is
properly equipped to meet the needs of current
residents as well as those moving into new
housing in the area, the Township explained in a
media release near the end of March.
19

Sampling the Season’s Flavours

on all fronts. Between the fresh looks, fine food,
swag bags and door prizes, the space for the event
The sold-out Step into Spring Fashion Show cowas packed as folks flocked to the opportunity to
hosted by the Cove, Seasons of Westport and the
emerge from another COVID-restricted winter and
Friends of the Westport Library didn’t fail to impress reconnect with the larger community.
Photos by Rick Ogrodzinski
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National Mining Week May 9-13
National Mining Week is intended to give
Canadians the opportunity to learn about Canada's
mining and exploration industries as sustainable and
responsible suppliers of the minerals and metals

needed to build a clean, inclusive economy
benefiting everyone. Not sure how mining impacts
your life today? Click either of these Visual
Capitalist graphics to access a larger version.
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Courtesy of the Visual Capitalist

Moose of the Month
“It was a beautiful day here in Colorado. The temperature when we left our house was 66F. When
we got up in moose country, about 25 miles west it was 47F, ideal moose weather. We really
weren't seeing much, but who cares when it’s warm and sunny. I did locate a cow moose with her
calf, but the calf didn't feel like getting its photo taken,” said photographer Ron Acklin. For more
amazing moose content, visit Moose Lovers on Facebook.
22

Not all birds leave the nest in the same way. Many birds don’t fly yet and spend a few days on the ground,
hiding in shrubbery being cared for by their parents. If uninjured these birds should be left alone. Birds
that nest in cavities are more mature when they fledge and are flighted. If they are found on the ground
they need rescuing. This includes birds like house wrens, swallows, bluebirds, swifts and great-crested
flycatchers. Ledge nesters like eastern phoebes are also included on this list. If you don’t know the species
of bird you are “rescuing,” stop and figure that out first, otherwise you may really be kidnapping.
Is the bird in need of rescuing? Is it hurt or sick? Is it
unable to flutter its wings, bleeding, wings drooping
unevenly, weak or shivering, attacked by cat/dog?
No
Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

Yes

(613) 354-0264

Is the bird
feathered?

Yes

It’s a fledgling. (Normal
behaviour to be hopping
on ground; parents are still
feeding it.) Is bird safe
from pets and people?

No

It’s a nestling and needs
help. Can you find the
nest? Is it intact?

No
Make a substitute nest.
Poke holes in bottom of a
berry basket/margarine
tub; line with dry grass, the
old nest, or pine needles;
hang from original tree.

Yes

Put baby back in nest.
Observe from a distance.
Are parents visiting nest?

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.
Put baby in nest.
Observe from a distance.
Are parents visiting nest?
No
Yes
Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

No

Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

(613) 354-0264

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Put bird in bushes or
on a tree limb nearby.
Watch from a distance.
Are parents nearby?

No

No
Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

(613) 354-0264
If you find a baby loon, duck or goose: If
you know the mother is dead or if the
baby is injured, call (613) 354-0264. If
baby is separated from the mother and
you know where she is, place baby close
by so she can hear it. Watch from a
distance. If the mother doesn’t claim the
baby within an hour, call Sandy Pines
Wildlife
23 Centre (613) 354-0264.

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Photo by Amey
Boucher

Adapted from Healers of the Wild, By Shannon K. Jacobs ©1998 Coyote Moon Press, Denver, Colorado

My First Epic 1sts
Sharing Awesome
Experiences with
Amazing Friends
Story and photos by Jason George
I was a full-time teacher for almost 10 years
before I retired to become a wildlife
photographer. The one thing that hasn’t

changed is my love to give back and help others out. As
a photographer, I know that I've had some amazing
opportunities and experiences. I want to try to find a
way to give back, but I don’t always know how to do
this exactly.
Being an artist means money is very tight so I have
to work other jobs at times. So, I became a direct
support worker. My client, we’ll call him Andrew, had a
corkboard and I noticed it said, ‘Andrew’s Life Goals –
Go to first Leafs game and first Raptors game.’

SHOP IN STORE OR SHOP ONLINE
at Canada's Oldest General Store
613.376.7622
Open six days, CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Continued: More Fun With Friends
I thought to myself, man I've been to a lot of
FUN sporting events and I know a few people that
might be able to help me make a special event for
my new friend. So, I start brainstorming, and
reached out to Chris Vodopia as he has been with
MLSE for years and I share with my friend ‘THE
IDEA,’ asking what he might be able to do. Chris
wasn't sure what he would be able to do but said
to email him and we might be able to do
something. I sent an email, and the process
begins.
My next time in at work, I asked the process for
taking Andrew to an event that was on his list of
goals. I got the permission needed and asked
Andrew if he was interested in going to a Leafs or
Raptors game with me. He was more excited to go
to a Leaf game with me, as he is a huge Tavares
fan. So, I went and found tickets to a game in the
300s and told Chris we would be at an LA Kings
game. Chris told me what he might be able to do,

We offer Introduction to Pickleball
sessions and customized training
in private or group settings.
Come see what all the excitement
is about!
Call 613-545-5288 or email
kattgrrrl@gmail.com
we look forward to seeing you
on the courts!
*Certified NCCP, PPR, &
Mixed Ability Sports coach
*Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
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Continued: Let
Andrew Ask
For Anything
but I didn’t tell Andrew just in case it didn’t
happen. I had told Andrew that he could ask
for whatever he wanted and I’d try to make it
happen. No promises but I would do my best
– all he wanted was to meet the players and
go to a game in person!
I think if Chris is able to set something up it
would make for a pretty ‘Epic 1st game at 44.’
I also know that I'm fairly loud and silly and
Andrew and I always have way too much fun
together. I came up with the idea of making a
video for Andrew so that he would be able to
share his experience and not have to use his
words. I find that sometimes people with
special needs aren’t always heard. So, if he
could show a video, that would be easier. He
would also be able to watch this experience
again later when he was sad. So, I went to my
bosses and I told them my idea. They loved it
and were a bit jealous. I also said I would
donate the time to make the video. Finally, I
asked Andrew if he would be interested in me
making a video of his first NHL game and he
was totally down for it down for it.
We took the subway as I think it is more fun
and easier then driving into the City, so I
taught him how to ride it, understanding how
to get from Vaughan Mills to Toronto. I
explained how the maps worked and anything
else he wanted as I took the TTC home from
school as a kid.
We are greeted at the front door by Chris
with a special commemorative puck and a few
other cool gifts. They brought us down to icelevel to watch warmups and we got a tour.
Things got exciting as we lined up to high-five
all of the Maple Leaf players as they went out
to start the game. We met and got a picture
with Carlton the Bear. We got more free swag
on the way to our seat (a hat and face

Less than 1% of all turtle
eggs survive to sexual
maturity. Road mortality is
one of the main reasons…

Unsure about
lead? Weigh the
science:
Current research around
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Continued:
The Leafs
Even Won!
tattoos). Our seats weren’t as good as the
warmup seats, but we watched our Leaf
game and we had a great time. They won,
and Andrew had a great time! Along the
way I had made sure that Andrew and I
thanked the people that helped us, with
wildlife photos I donated.
You can check out this experience at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=229g
Ww6D5b0.
We had such a blast, I got to ask to plan
another trip for his buddy, we will call
Timmy, who was 60. I agree to take him to

a game, but my friend Andi K loved Andrew’s video so
much, she donated a pair of 100s level tickets! She
couldn’t use the tickets, score for my Epic 1st and I
emailed Chris.

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of our waterfront lifestyle and
long to share it with others?

Send us a sample piece.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make
every story better; 2) A one page
column in Our Lakes is about 400 words;
3) Our editorial deadline is the 20th
each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca
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Continued: ‘Unused’ Tickets Appreciated
We took the subway and had dinner downtown.
We still got the VIP treatment as people
remembered me for my trip with Andrew which
was amazing, even though Chris was not available
to join us. We got a first game certificate, met
Carlton, a free shirt, some cool souvenir tickets (I
still have mine). I setup the high five between
periods with current Leafs and then we meet
former Leaf – Val James. The seat attendants loved
how much fun we were having so Timmy got a free
hat, and we thanked everyone. We got the OT
winner over the Anaheim Ducks. This made for an
Epic 1st Leafs game at 60 and I created a video for
him also
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YiP3FxQ8Ds.
The calendar year flipped again and Andrew and
I had been talking about going to Raptor game and
his wishes for that experience. He wanted to sit
closer and bounce a ball on the court if we got the
opportunity to go to a game; I told him I’d see
what I could do. I had seen a friend make a post
about Raptor tickets that she couldn't use for
game.
So, I asked her how much the tickets were. She
replied “Who are the tickets for?”
I’d said “one of my friends…”
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So, she made me an offer that I couldn't refuse
and said “I could have a pair of tickets for $50. But
not $50 to her, $50 to a charity of the Andrew’s
choice.” …
“Wow!!”
I thanked her and then quickly messaged my
work and Chris Vodopia. But I didn't think that $50
was fair because he specifically asked for closer
seats. So, I message my boss and told them that I
had tickets that were being donated and I didn't
think it was fair they were only $50 and told them
it should be at least $75. Still to a charity of
Andrew’s choice but it needed to be $75, since he
had asked. They questioned the price of the tickets
and why I thought it should be more and then I
showed them where the seats were and they were
very jealous, I’ve never sat this close. So, now I
started planning Andrew’s Epic 1st Raptors game
at 45. I asked Andrew if he wanted to go and
explained to him that I modified the price.
Then he wrote a thank you card and I gifted
some pictures to the family who ‘sold’ him the
tickets. When I dropped it off and picked up the
tickets her young daughter actually ran to her
room to give him a T-shirt for the Raptors game,
not knowing he didn’t have one.

Continued: Watch for More Epic 1sts
Being a HUGE sports fan, I actually have a
replica ring and trophy that I wanted to share
with Andrew as part of his day. We subway to
the game as he enjoyed it and once there met
some of the dance pack. Then I gave him the
ticket and told him to find our seats. He ended
up walking all the way down to the court and got
a little bit confused as we ended up sitting five
rows from the floor. He was so excited that we
were this close for the game versus the
Minnesota Timberwolves. You could feel the
flames as the opening ceremonies started.
Andrew was gifted a pin, two t-shirts and at half
time he got to touch the court! We made it on
the video board a bunch and got cool souvenir
tickets (still have mine). We meet Michael Kelly
and even Chris stopped by to say hi at the end of
the game, the start of his shift. Chris then walked
us out to center court, a first for me, too. Wow,
the year after they won, we walked out to center
court… no basketball though. Thank you, Chris! I
appreciate you coming in early to make
Andrew’s experience EPIC!
Check it out online at YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_5e5REhl
QM.
This Epic 1st idea has grown into something
fun and exciting. It’s so sweet getting to share
some of these once in lifetime experiences with
others. It is even better because people are
donating their unused season tickets to help
make things happen. A few weeks after the Leaf
game I got an email about being in a Leafs
commercial, and they need me to show them I’m
a real fan. So, I submit the Epic 1st videos which
they really like and invite me to come and I’ll get
paid. I asked if my friend from the video could
come, and they say yes but he won’t get paid.
With my management’s approval I ask Andrew
if he wants to be in a commercial with me and
the Leafs. He agreed but this time I made him
lead us to Scotiabank Arena. Not just roads and
highways but the subway. This was only his third
time going but he knew the way perfectly, the
correct fare, even where to go once off the train.
I was really impressed.

Andrew is so nice and awesome that everyone on the
set knew his name, crew and extras! The crew never
knows an extra’s name! Unfortunately, the shoot ran long
with setting up for Austin Matthews to break through the
glass. We stayed for this awesome moment and then
made our long trek home. Luckily, we were allowed to
leave early as we had a two-hour plus trip home.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lYghvg5BMs
The best part of the night was I realized when I was
getting paid, that someone else was, too. So, I showed
him how much I got and he ended up getting the same as
me. This moment was pretty special to me as often
special needs people just volunteer their time and effort,
but it was awesome that they gave him the full amount
even though they didn’t have to give him anything.
It is hard to see us in the commercial. Don’t blink! But
the experience will be remembered forever.
Unfortunately, I was planning the next Epic 1st event for
his buddy to sit eight rows behind the Raptors bench for
his first game vs Golden State Warriors (first time back in
the building since their championship loss to the
Raptors…) but that game got cancelled along with so
many other things.
So, I’ve pivoted with this Epic 1st idea and will share
more about these experiences in future articles.
All of the Epic 1st videos can be viewed on my website
www.jasongeorgephotography.com, YouTube channel
https://www.youtube.com/c/JasonGeorgePhotography
along with many other nature videos.
If you have time check them out, some of them are
pretty cool.
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No Hitchhikers Allowed
As of Jan. 1 this year, new rules
in our province require a new
level of diligence among the
boating public when it comes to
arresting the spread of aquatic
invasive species.
The Ontario Federation of
Anglers and Hunters (OFAH)
relays that now prior to
transporting a watercraft or
watercraft equipment over land,
reaching a launch site, or placing
a watercraft or watercraft
equipment in any waterbody in
Ontario, boaters are required to:
• Take reasonable measures to
remove all aquatic plants
(weeds), animals, and algae;
and,
• Remove or open drain plugs
and other devices used to
control the drainage of water
from the watercraft and
watercraft equipment.
“Effectively, the new boater
pathway rules are a legal
requirement for boaters to
perform the first two steps of
‘Clean, Drain, Dry,’” the
organization’s website states.
The Clean, Drain, Dry message
goes like this:
Island Septic Pump-Out
Septic System Installs
New Build /Renovations /
Restorations

CLEAN the boat and all related
equipment before leaving the
waterbody and ensure it is clean
before entering a new one. Look
for any mud, vegetation,
mussels, or other suspicious
debris stuck in or on the vessel,
trailer or other equipment.
DRAIN all standing water by
pulling the transom plug,
draining the live-well, lowering
the motor, and draining all other
water-containing devices on the
vessel. Draining helps to
eliminate small organisms, such
as spiny waterfleas and zebra
mussel larvae from the vessel.
DRY or disinfect. To eliminate
unseen organisms, you can dry
the vessel for at least five days in
sunlight or clean it from top to
bottom with hot water over 50°C

or pressurized water of at least
2,500 psi.
“Although recreational boaters
and anglers are some of Ontario’s
greatest conservation advocates,
our activities are not without
impact, and the movement of
watercraft, in particular, has been a
major contributor to one of the
province’s greatest ecological
threats: the spread of aquatic
invasive species,” the OFAH states.
“[Invasives] can be resourceful
little critters. They stow away in
small puddles of water at the back
of your boat, they stick to the
underside of its hull or equipment,
and they hide in the livewell,” the
organization adds.
“As of 2019, Zebra Mussels
alone cost Ontario municipalities
roughly $4,486,761 a year.”

Homes /Cottages /Docks /Boathouses
All Welding Needs
Marine Transport of Materials and
Equipment

IMC is the marine operating division of Greg and John Fleming
Construction serving customers up and down the Rideau since 1987.
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613-349-9655
gregkfleming01@gmail.com

Algal Bloom in western
basin of Lake Erie.
Photo by Great Lakes Now

Phosphorus’ Impact
In March 2022, I had the pleasure of listening to
Lamisa Malik, a Ph.D. candidate at the University
of Waterloo, talk about phosphorus loading in
North America and most notably, in the Lake Erie
basin. Malik reminded the audience that algae
blooms materialize in waters that are warm, have
a high level of light penetration, and have high
nutrient levels of nitrogen and phosphorus. Please
note that most healthy waterbodies have small
concentrations of nutrients – it is the nutrient
imbalance that is the concern.

How Plants Work
to Keep Our
Waterbodies Clean
By Calvin Blewitt
I suspect most readers have encountered
algae blooms at least once in their lives. While
algae blooms can be an eyesore and are a
hindrance when trying to utilize the water
recreationally, they can also have a significant
negative impact on a waterbody’s health and its
complex biotic communities.

In North America, most of these excess
nutrients can be traced to synthetic fertilizer,
detergent runoff, sewage, and wastewater runoff.
Malik’s webinar focused on legacy phosphorus,
which is the net accumulation of phosphorus in
the soil after phosphorus uptake by plants and
that has already impacted lakes or rivers. Since
legacy phosphorus is stored in the soil, it can
slowly leach out into local waterbodies decades
after its initial input. This phenomenon has left
Lake Erie with recurring blooms decades after
surplus fertilizer totals began to decline in the late
1980s, according to Malik.

Algae blooms can reduce water clarity and
lead to oxygen “dead zones” in a waterbody.
While most algae blooms are not poisonous,
some algae like blue-green algae can be toxic to
humans and animals. Ironically, these toxic algae
blooms have origins in not just the by-products
of our society, but the very things that keep our
societies running.
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Photo by Peter Essick

Continued: Mild, Fertile Conditions
buffers in areas with high phosphorus levels can
help to decrease legacy phosphorus leaching
into waterbodies as natural areas have a greater
capacity for absorbing phosphorus.

I have first-hand experience with algae blooms
in Lake Erie. While now living in Ottawa, I am
originally from Hamilton and I used to often fish
Lake Erie during the summer months. I
experienced many fishing trips wading or
paddling through green and blue slime trying to
access my fishing hole. Experiences like this were
common as early as June and often would
progressively get worse as the summer went on.
As Malik discussed in her webinar, Lake Erie is
the “perfect storm” when it comes to algal bloom
formation. It is one of the mildest and most
fertile areas in Canada, the basin is surrounded
by agricultural land – which has high potential for
fertilizer runoff – as well as several high
concentrations of urbanization. This is especially
true on Lake Erie’s southern shores, said Malik.
However, algae blooms are not just confined to
the most temperate areas of our country. With
the onslaught of climate change and with the
continued human development of our province,
algal blooms have become more common in
Eastern and Northern Ontario.

As well, some plants can help to add nitrogen
to the soil, further consuming legacy
phosphorus. “Nitrogen-fixing” plants draw
nitrogen from the air, adding nutrients to the
soil. But why is this so beneficial for phosphorusinundated soils? Excess phosphorus can react
with minerals such as iron, aluminum, and
calcium and form phosphorus-metal
compounds. Native plants such as New Jersey
Tea, Speckled Alder, and Wild Lupine have this
nitrogen-fixing ability. Natural buffers also
reduce the amount of runoff directly going into
waterbodies. With the hardening of surfaces
(driveways, parking lots) and the removal of
vegetation (agricultural fields, manicured
lawns), runoff often has a direct path into
waterbodies. Adding a naturalized buffer helps
to slow down the runoff, and gives the soil and
plants a chance to absorb it.

There is a reason for optimism! In Malik’s
webinar, she noted that increasing naturalized

Despite the benefits natural buffers have in
preventing phosphorus loading in waterbodies,
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Continued: Reduce Its Use on Land
the only real, long-term solution is reducing
phosphorus inputs on the land. A study by Dr.
Jean-Oliver Goyette found that watershed
areas along the St. Lawrence River basin
(aggregating all soil types within the study
area) had a phosphorus buffering capacity
threshold of 2.1 tonnes/km². Despite this
threshold, some watersheds had a
phosphorus density of 100 tonnes/km²!
Goyette’s research showed that through
runoff and biome phosphorus consumption, it
would take between 100 to 2,000 years for
phosphorus levels to drop below the
threshold.
In her webinar, Malik suggested that one
way to reduce phosphorus inputs would be to
quantify the existing legacy phosphorus in the
soil and reduce existing phosphorus inputs as
necessary. While doing research for this
article, I noticed that several scientists have
made this suggestion as well.
Because of the benefits that naturalizing a
shoreline offers, conservation authorities,
non-profit organizations, and government
agencies have invested heavily in related
programming. Waterfront property
landowners should contact their local
agencies if they are interested in naturalizing
their waterfront, and visit the Natural Edge
shoreline re-naturalization program’s website
naturaledge.watersheds.ca. These programs
are often quite affordable and are very
adaptable to different property needs and

Renaturalizing a shoreline.
Photo by Kawartha Lake
Stewards Association

Blaze King Wood & Gas Stoves
Cinderella Incinerating Toilets
Unique Off-Grid Appliances
Solar Cottage Kits
Grid-Tie Systems

244 Dalton Avenue,
Unit 180, Kingston
Phone: 613.583.0139
kurt@downundersolar.ca

downundersolar.ca
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Continued: Watch Her Webinar
wishes. It is promising to see the continued application of stewardship
programming as well as new land-use legislation and strategies. Here is
to healthier and cleaner water.
If you missed Malik’s webinar and want to access the recording and
free resource handout, please visit YouTube for a recording. Her
presentation was a part of Watersheds Canada’s free Freshwater
Stewardship Community which has already connected over 1,300
Canadians with the tools, information, and resources they need to
connect with like-minded, passionate individuals, and tackle today’s
freshwater and wildlife issues.
This article was written with support of staff at Watersheds Canada,
which is a national non-profit charitable organization that specializes in
delivering programs that protect and enhance shorelines, shorelands,
and aquatic habitat. By partnering with landowners, community groups,
students, and volunteers, Watersheds Canada empowers people to care
for clean, healthy lakes and rivers that will sustain humans and wildlife
for years to come. To learn more, go to Watersheds.ca.
Calvin Blewitt is a Natural Edge Restoration Technician
with Watersheds Canada.

Like us on
Facebook!
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Wild Lupine planted along a
shoreline - Quinte Conservation

Photo courtesy of
Darcine Dagley,
Bobs Lake

Photo by Loyal to the Foil

Foiled Again…

Really Lean
Into It Folks
Around the country, eFoilers are being
asked to engage in Transport Canada’s
consultation process ahead of legalizing
this sport through Let’s Talk
Transportation. For more, great eFoil
content, check out Phill Yendt’s Facebook
page.

“Something I've never seen before,” said photographer
Darcine Dagley of Bobs Lake. “A rainbow over a still
frozen lake.”
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Our Biggest Adventure
Campfire Tales
with Richard Kruz
July 1983 was when Deb and I took our adventure
across Canada, south along the coast of Washington,
Oregon, and California, eventually spending a week
or so in Santa Barbara with my aunt and uncle.
My memory betrayed me in my previous article as
I was sure it was 1982! Once again however, my Deb
came through as I found the actual negatives for our
photos from that trip and of course, they were dated.
I did mention she kept records of our travels. I can
even tell you we used three different cameras, two
were 35 mm and one was a 110 mm instamatic
camera.
This poster, I remember, hung in our basement for
many years, but I never had a photo of it until now.

out on the ocean was very much like our drive
around Cape Breton a couple of years earlier. The
difference was in the closeness of the Pacific.
There were places you could stop and go right to
the water. The Cabot Trail did not let you do that.
Despite what you may hear about west coast
weather being a bit drizzly and dismal, we had
days of sunshine to enjoy all the sights.

While we were in Vancouver and Victoria, B.C., we
did have the time to visit members of my family and
Deb’s family. We never sat around the campfire, but
we were able to catch up on everyone’s personal
plans and fill everyone in on what else we had
planned for this trip.
After our time there we were back on the road,
heading for Washington state. We crossed the border
and headed for Seattle. Looking to the east we could
see Mount Baker above the horizon. As we travelled
further south, we could also see Mount Rainier and
then Mount St. Helens. We had to consider the
eruption of Mount St. Helens just over three years
before in May of 1980. Due to the devastation that
incident caused, our plan was to stay on the coastal
highways. That worked out fine for us. There was
plenty to see. Just driving along the cliffs and looking
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Before I get too far along, I should remind you
planning was a big part of this trip. Most days we
knew how far we were going, depending how
much there was to stop and explore on the way.
We also knew where we were staying as our
hotels were booked in advance.
We enjoyed a day in Seattle and even went to
the top of the Space Needle! What a view! As we
headed south from the Seattle area, we came to
the smaller city of Coos Bay, Oregon, and we

Continued: Car Trouble in Oregon
discovered a problem with our car! We had not
expected trouble with a new vehicle, but we just took
it in stride. We tracked down a contact for the
regional leadership of our bible ministry and within
the hour we were in contact with a family locally who
offered a place to stay, and the husband was a
mechanic. How is that for an answer to prayer? We
had a fun time playing with three-year old twins,
enjoying meals with a wonderfully sweet couple and
as I mentioned in an earlier article, they had set up a
waterbed in their guest room and that was a first for
both Deb and me. When we finally got home again,
we checked into getting a waterbed for ourselves. By
1984 we had one and we kept it until mid-2002.

It’s Free

Subscribe

At the end of a couple of days we also had our car
repaired. As it turned out the car needed a new
clutch. I should explain, when I purchased this car, it
was the first time I had owned or driven a standard
transmission. Since I was unaccustomed to the use of
the clutch, by the time we had driven through the

Sign up today and never miss
another issue of Our Lakes.
Click here
to subscribe for free!
(If you subscribed but never got the email,
please check your junk.)
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Continued: Majestic Giant Redwoods
mountains I had ground it down good. That was a
lesson learned! From then on, I was much more
careful with my gear shifting.
Our next day on the road was an awesome
sightseeing tour. As we drove into northern
California we were still on the coastal highway,
and we came across two areas that were known
for sand dunes – so many dunes we learned this
was where they had filmed parts of the Star Wars
saga. While we were there, we decided to take a
ride in a giant dune buggy. It was like being on a
roller coaster! That was something! Our next tour
stop was driving through the giant redwoods of
California. If you have ever seen pictures of these
trees, you know how majestic and even magical
this place is. One tree would require about 20
people arm-in-arm to circle the base of the trunk.
We parked the car for an hour or two and just
walked some of the trails, looking up a lot! One
tree had even been carved out around half the
base and it was set up like a pulpit with a series of
benches up the slope facing it. My dream of
teaching came alive there, if only for a few
minutes.
Then we were off to make our next mistake of
the trip. We spent so much time at these sites we
miscalculated how far we would drive that day. As

This ad has been graciously donated by Westholme Graphics.
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Continued: Miscalculated Time
we came into Santa Rosa, California, it was
almost 9 p.m. and it had been a long day!
Checking a few motels, we decided on one that
appeared to be in good condition. Oh, were we
wrong! In the room I spent the first 15 minutes
killing spiders and other bugs on the ceilings, in
the bathroom, on the floor and even on the
pillow. This was one of the rare times when we
had not booked a hotel in advance, and it was
too late to go looking for an alternative. We did
not sleep well but we survived.
Next day we reached our destination of Santa
Barbara and had no problem finding my aunt
and uncle’s house. Debbie fit right in with my
Aunt P. since both were very much into crafts.
My Uncle D. worked as a carpenter for the city
of Santa Barbara and many times he was called
on to help with film sets which needed to be
built. When he arrived home after work their
pre-dinner tradition many evenings was to relax
in the back yard and enjoy a few margaritas,
which they made in a huge blender. This was an
interesting way of learning some of the lifestyle
of a culture quite different from ours in Canada.
The climate had a lot to do with this tradition.
During our visit we were able to explore the
downtown area and along the waterfront –
great for souvenirs and nice restaurants. My
Uncle D. also had his pilot’s license and in fact
was building his own plane from a kit ...
something I had no idea you could do, until
then. One day we took the time to go to the
airport and went for a plane tour over the area.

That was my first time in a smaller plane. He even let
me feel the steering and showed me how the rudders
or foot pedals worked, and I took some great photos!
Deb was not so keen on the idea, so she spent the
day with Aunt P.
That week went by very quickly as you can
imagine, and we had plotted our trip home. It began
with a departure of about 10 p.m. because we
planned to drive through Death Valley. It was not as
bad as it sounds probably because nothing went
wrong. By 6 a.m. in the morning we had reached our
destination of a Motel 6 where we rested until midday. The next 24 hours was the most challenging of
our entire trip but also some of the most beautiful
scenery. As you have seen in previous articles we
stood at the edge of the Grand Canyon.
With Debbie still reading the tour books for what
was to come, we passed through what is called ‘the
Four Corners’ which is the point where the states of
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado all meet at

Hardware & Auto
Tech Sales &
Service
All Types

139 Main Street Seeley’s Bay 613-978-3474
info@FishermansHardwareAndAuto.shop
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Continued: Made It To The Ranch
one spot. Colorado was our next direction as we
meandered into the mountains. When we came
out the other side, the roads were steep, and
remember I was trying to go easy on the clutch.
About 7:30 p.m., already in the shadow of the
mountains, we arrived at our destination.
Our bible ministry owned a family
camp/ranch on the outskirts of Gunnison,
Colorado. We had arranged to spend the night
there and were given the ‘honeymoon cabin!’ In
the morning we were able to tour the area to
see how beautiful and peaceful it was, and we
took some great photos! Today that same
‘family ranch’ is even more beautiful and
peaceful than it was 40 years ago.
So, we made it through the tough part of the
trip. As we journeyed on, we watched a scene
play out in Dodge City, Kansas, where the good
guys won! We were able to visit an old friend in
Ford, Kansas, and continued through Illinois and
Indiana until we were finally home. I do admit
that by the time we went through Kansas we
were both ready to be home.

https://www.houseofangelis.ca/

This was the greatest adventure of our 43
years of marriage, and you can see why! This
was a round trip of over 10,000 km.
We returned by air the next year to
Vancouver to spend more time with family
members and to welcome a new nephew to my
side of the family. He is probably reading this
along with you.
The point of sharing all this is two-fold. I have
enjoyed in the last few months compiling a
proper record of all that Deb and I experienced

Dressing you top to toe,
inside and out.
63 & 65 Brock Street
info@houseofangelis.ca
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Continued: 10,000 km All the Way Around
in our time together before
Alzheimer's took most of her
memories. The second reason
is that I love to make new
friends and even though we
cannot sit around the same
campfire, I do hope you enjoy
hearing or reading of Love and
Romance. That Decision to
Love and the Adventure of
Romance continues to be the
motivation in our relationship.
Even with Deb in Long Term
Care.
Next time I plan to share our
encounter with Hurricane Juan
during our vacation on the east
coast. Until then, enjoy the
unfolding of spring and I will
chat with you soon.

List your products or services in the

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.
Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
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Songbirds Saved at Destined to Fly
Harrowsmith’s Avian
avior
Species-at-Risk
practices in caring for baby birds, and is involved
in various citizen scientist projects.

She is an avian wildlife rehabilitator who is
licensed provincially by the Ministry of Natural
Resources and federally by Canadian Wildlife
Services to care for birds.

She has contributed to the books HandRearing Birds (2nd edition) by Gage and Duerr as
well as the upcoming book Baby Bird
Identification: A North American Guide by Linda
Tuttle-Adams. She is known for the many photos
she has taken over the years to help herself and
others to identify and age baby birds. Many of
her photos can be found on the Tufts University
Baby Bird identification website. She is also one
of the experts in the Baby Bird Identification
Group.

Destined to Fly is located on an old horse farm
consisting of 80 mixed acres that was retired for
wildlife use. Over the past 20 years she has
rehabilitated many adult and young bird species. In
2010 she saw the need to specialize in the care of
Species-at-Risk songbirds and their allies. Each year
from May to September, she, along with a small
group of dedicated volunteers, foster young birds
like bobolinks, swallows, phoebes, vireos,
woodpeckers and chimney swifts. When it isn’t baby
season, Black attends conferences, researches best

She has given talks at a number of wildlife
rehabilitation conferences in Canada and the U.S.
Having found it a challenge to find good
information about caring for adult and baby
songbirds she, along with a songbird rehabilitator
from North Carolina, founded the Songbird
Rehabilitators Network which now has over 400
international members who share their
knowledge with one another. You can connect
with Black or her organization through her
website or via the group’s Facebook page.

Rehab Centre
For those not in the know, Connie Black is the
founder and operator of Destined to Fly – an avian
Species-at-Risk care facility in Harrowsmith.
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All photos courtesy
of Kingston Canoe &
Kayak Fishing club

K-Town Anglers Unite
Paddle-Powered Fishing
Series to Host Veterans’
Fundraiser on Beaver Lake

number of other members step up to help us
moderate the group and the administration of
our tournaments,” said Jeff Dicks. “I found the
passion for it in 2018 after my daughter was
born and my wife bought me my first kayak
for Father’s Day. I went to Facebook to try and
find some other people doing it and linked up
with two local guys in a different fishing
community.”

With its popularity and the vast size of the
North American sport angling market, many
outsiders get the wrong impression about the
dollars involved in localized Canadian fishing
clubs. Around Our Lakes, the Kingston Canoe and
Kayak Fishing club is a true labour of love for a
core group of supporters.

At the time, there was no local group
specific to kayak fishing in the Kingston area
he recalls, so they banded together to create
the KCKF. “Subsequently this is also how I
started my YouTube channel as well. Mitch

“Mitch LeCoupe and I are generally the
backbone, although last year we have had a
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Continued: Low Barriers to Entry
was one of the earliest members
after the group was formed, but
since then, the other two
founders have sold their kayaks
and left the group,” he said.
“Truthfully, the day-to-day
administration of the group is
pretty easy, we have a really
great community of anglers with
very little, if any, drama or other
negativity you see in some of the
other fishing communities on
Facebook. There’s just
something special about fishing
from a kayak. It’s great exercise,
the community is amazing, but
most importantly, it lets you
experience fishing and nature
from a whole new perspective.”
The barriers to entry are
relatively low compared to other
tournament series in Ontario and
elsewhere. The group is very
accommodating, too. “We're
called the Kingston Canoe and
Kayak Fishing club for a reason!
It doesn’t have to be a kayak, as
long as whatever vessel you're in

Mitch LeCoupe

is [largely] human powered –
pedal, paddle, belly boat
wearing flippers, it really
doesn’t matter to us. As long as
your boat doesn’t have a
combustion motor on it, we’ll
probably accept it for
competition.”

They also reserve the right to
make exceptions to this rule on a
case-by-case basis in order to
accommodate anglers with physical
disabilities. “That’s a bridge we
haven’t had to cross yet, but we
would need some kind of proof to
verify the requirement,” he

Raise Money for your Group,
Cause or Favourite Critter

Our Lakes now
reaches 40,000+
people monthly

It’s all about referrals…
If you bring Our Lakes together with someone you know
who buys an ad worth at least $500, we’ll give $100 to your
specified fundraising campaign. Or, we’ll create and run a free
ad promoting your subject for the next 12 issues.*
Here’s your chance to send a few emails and make the day
of your favourite volunteer-based, not-for-profits or even
individual species you feel make Our Lakes extra special.
Email your contact and CC me, John Curran, at
advertising@ourlakes.ca and put “Our Lakes introduction” in
the subject line when you do or else we’ll have no way of
verifying your assistance.
* Our Lakes reserves the right to decline ads based on their content.
Some conditions apply, call 613-331-4444 for info.
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Continued: Runs Through iAngler App
Anglers set their phones to enable
geotagging on their photos so you don’t even
need data service. “You can take your pictures
throughout the day and submit them via your
phone when you get home or in an area with
cell service,” he said. “We can use the meta
data from the photos submitted to verify it
was in an acceptable body of water.”

Jeff Dicks

explains. “Aside from all the stuff you use to catch
fish, all you need is an accepted brand of bump
board (Hawg Trough, Ketch Board, or Rapala
brand), a phone to take your picture, the
iAnglerTournament app on your phone and the
Tournament ID that is released the evening before
the opening day.”

As of late March, the group was sitting at
411 members with people from all over the
province, not just Kingstonians. “We're not
really focused on trying to grow the group size,
it’s just not something that’s particularly
important to us,” he said. “We have a pretty
good relationship with many of the other
kayak fishing organizations in Southern
Ontario, so we are able to reach anglers from a
wide area when we start promoting our
tournaments. I would say we're growing pretty
steadily at about 100 new members per year
though.”

Winter Storage Cover
Now Available!
Convenience

Canadian Engineered

No more running to cover
your boat when it rains

High quality components

All the benefits of a boathouse
with zero ecological impact
No permits required

We ship anywhere –
Easy do-it-yourself installation
One-year limited warranty on
canopy and frame
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Economical Solution

(20 x 12 ft)
Custom lengths available
Call for a quote

416-577BOAT (2628)
BoatShield.ca

Brent Lepine

Continued: All Events Catch and Release
“That doesn’t mean it’s a pushover though, we
do have a lot of really good anglers and you’ll
likely need a bag of around 100 inches of fish to
make it into the Top 3,” said Dicks. “That said,
whenever there are cash prizes, there will always
be people who might try to gain an unfair
advantage, so we have a very extensive set of
rules that is constantly evolving. We get on
average 15-25 people registering per event and
all the entry fees, minus the service fees we pay
to iAngler and PayPal, go right into the prize
pot.”

The KCKF season includes three or four virtual
bass tournaments a year and each runs for an
entire month – except June, that event starts on
the FMZ 18 bass opener (the third Saturday of
the month) and ends on June 30.
“Our tournaments are all ‘Catch, Photo,
Release’ through a mobile app open to everyone
in Ontario,” said Dicks. “You can fish on any body
of water in Ontario that is publicly accessible (no
private stocked ponds allowed). When you catch
a fish, you measure it with your bump board and
submit it through the mobile app to be reviewed
by our judges and added to your stringer.”

The biggest pot KCKF has ever had was still
less than $500 – payout structure is an
uncomplicated 50% to 1st, 30% to 2nd, and 20%
to third. “Any funds we have left over after the
prize pot is calculated and our fees are paid are
awarded to the angler who submitted the
biggest bass in that tournament,” added Dicks.
“We also have a number of event sponsors that
give us prizes to be awarded randomly. So even if
you didn't make the Top 3, you still have a pretty
decent chance of winning something like a gift
certificate for Frontenac Outfitters Canoe and
Kayak Center or a Limestone Lures prize pack.”

Anglers can enter as many bass as they want
with the top three places awarded based on
anglers’ top five fish. Each event costs $25 to
register, a low entry fee by design intended to
make things as “new angler friendly” as possible
to encourage those new to tournament fishing
to give it a whirl. It also makes participating an
option for folks who might only have a month
when they can participate, they don’t need to
fork out a season-long entry fee and still get a
taste of competition.
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Continued: Raising Money for Vets
In addition to the virtual events,
KCKF is also bringing members
together physically once in 2022
for a fundraiser in support of
Soldier On, a charity dedicated to
assisting Canada’s military
veterans.

Jeff Dicks

“It’s happening at Beaver Lake in
Erinsville (near Tamworth). We
expect we’ll have about 40 kayak
anglers there to compete,” said
Dicks. “While there are no cash
prizes for this one, all of the entry
fees will go towards the fundraiser,
we're pretty excited about the
prizes we do have to give away.”
The group’s sponsors have
already donated some amazing
items – a few individual anglers
have even purchased fishing gear
to donate as prizes. “We're
constantly reaching out to
companies in the industry to
expand the sponsor list, too,” he
said. “All the items we're giving
away can be found on the
fundraiser Facebook page,
https://www.facebook.com/KCKFcharity-tournament-for-Soldier-On102614772337159.
“This is the first fundraiser event
we've organized, many of our
members are currently serving or
veterans of the Canadian Armed
Forces,” explained Dicks. “While I
have not personally benefited from
the programs Soldier On offers,
many of our veteran members
have. It is near and dear to our
hearts and was an obvious choice
for our first fundraising effort as a
club.” The Soldier On tournament
will be held on June 25 and the
group’s target is to raise $1,000 for
the cause.

If you are on the fence
thinking about trying out the
KCKF club, Dicks’ advice is to just
do it. “You don’t need a really
expensive kayak, or even one
designed specifically for fishing to
have a fun day on the water
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catching some fish,” he
concluded. “Consider starting by
joining the Kingston Canoe and
Kayak Fishing group on Facebook,
there are a lot of people with a
lot of experience that can help
you get started.”

Our Lakes Technology
Proudly Supported by
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All graphics courtesy of Yeti Coolers

Inspired
By Our Lakes
Inventors Have Dreamt Up Great Gadgets for Generations
For many the lake is a muse. Especially for
creatives who draw inspiration from the
scenic vistas of water, rock, tree and sky.

herring, the primary food source of the lake
trout in Devil Lake where the family lived and
guided wealthy American anglers in summer.

Throughout history, artists like painters
obviously demonstrate their connections to
the lake through every blended colour and
brush stroke. Often the inventor, however,
tinkers away – usually in a basement or garage
far away from the beautiful views – with a link
to the lake that is equally undeniable.

“Apparently he made the first ones out of
the chrome plate used in the headlights of old
model T Ford cars, a metal that was pliable,
reflective, and quite readily available at the
time,” writes Sinclair. “Later, he adapted his
craft to copper and a variety of other metals as
well.”

One of the earliest inventions around Our
Lakes was the lake trout lure invented by
Johnnie Green, known simply as the Johnnie
Green Spoon.

“[He sold them in summer to clients] for 50
cents at the start and never over $2,” Green
recounts, adding a full winter’s production
would only amount to 10 to 12 dozen lures.

There have been many versions of this story
written down over the years for outdoor
magazines, newspapers, websites and blogs,
but one of our favourites remains Duncan
Sinclair’s yarn on the topic for the Buck Lake
Association. Click here to view his full piece on
the BLA website.
In this tale Harold Green, one of Johnnie’s
10 children, relays that in 1933 Johnnie
started making lures designed to mimic a

“Although the Johnnie Green Spoon has
been made for some years by a number of
companies, attempts to patent its design and
commercialize it came for naught during
Johnnie Green’s lifetime,” concludes Sinclair.
“According to Harold Green, somebody from
Kingston once contracted with Johnnie to
make lures for a ‘cut’ of the profit on those
sold, but ‘Dad lost a pile of money on that
deal.’ There is also a story about his giving an
American entrepreneur a pattern for the
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Continued: Hard to Commercialize
spoon to which his name would be attached
once patented in return for the payment of
$500. But no commercially manufactured
spoons from that period carry the name of
Johnnie Green and no American patent of the
design has been confirmed.”

Other inventors around Our Lakes have been more
fortunate in the decades since, and they or their
heirs are still successfully selling the fruits of their
lakeside daydreams today.

In the end, Johnnie was frustrated he was
never able to commercialize his design,
though to this day, you can walk into any
Canadian Tire, tackle store, or bait shop and
buy a Johnnie Green Spoon – although the
spelling of ‘Johnnie’ and quality of
manufacture will vary a great deal across the
myriad of companies looking to lure anglers
with his same basic design.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.
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Continued: Dad Invented KayaArm
Just down the Old Perth
Road a ways, retired
mechanical engineer Ralph
Wirsig, first designed his
revolutionary KayaArm
kayak launch system.

stabilization concepts, he
methodically researched and
revised his plans, and then
fabricated an aluminum
prototype. Finally, he had a
working model for his wife to test.

His wife, Kathy, loved to
kayak with him on Buck
Lake where they’d built
their dream home. When
Kathy began to have
problems getting into and
out of her kayak, Ralph’s
inventor antennae went up.
“My dad was insatiably
curious and always thought
there must be a better
way,” said son Jay, who
now runs the family
business with his wife,
Margo. “His number one
reason for designing the
KayaArm was so that he
and my mother could
continue to enjoy their
early morning and late
evening paddles together.”
An R&D engineer for
more than 36 years at the
DuPont Canada Research
and Development Centre in
Kingston, Ralph had led and
contributed to a number of
national and international
patents. His job was to
generate innovative ideas
that could be developed,
patented and eventually
marketed.
Now, faced with a
challenge on the home
front, Ralph marshalled his
training, expertise and
dogged determination to
find a solution. Working on
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“It was perfect for me,” recounts
Kathy Wirsig. “I just stepped into the
kayak and away I went. Then coming
back, I would paddle my kayak up on
the KayaArm and step out onto the
dock. No more spills!”

Photos courtesy
of KayaArm

Continued: Easy In-and-Out System
Over the next year, Ralph focused on patenting and
demonstrating his device to kayak outfitters. Blown
away by its simple but effective design, ease of
installation and “uncluttered” appearance on a dock,
they were eager to carry the new product in their
shops. But where it ultimately took flight was on the
Internet.
Sadly, in March 2018, Ralph Wirsig suffered a
massive brain aneurism while filling a customer order.
Devastated by their loss, his family took comfort in the
thought that he’d been doing what he loved: helping
people to enjoy the outdoors through physical
exercise.
After running KayaArm for Kathy during the
summer following Ralph’s death, Jay and Margo
retired from their professional careers and purchased
the company from her. Under their management, and
with assistance from a small business support
network, it has grown to become the top selling kayak
launch stabilizing device in North America.
“Not only has KayaArm provided rewarding fulltime work for both of us, our four daughters have
become involved in all aspects of the business, living
and learning the customer satisfaction experience,”
says Jay. “Our family dinners can sometimes become
board meetings,” he jokes. One daughter, Heidi,
completed an internship at KayaArm’s manufacturer
as part of her mechanical engineering studies.
The full KayaArm kayak launch, lift and storage
system sells for $608. For more information or to
purchase your own, visit kayaarm.com.
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Continued: Ideal for Fish Over the Fire
There must be something in the
water on Buck, because that’s also
where Art Graves first conceived his
invention… or maybe it was his wife
Shirley’s dream and Art merely
made it happen. Either way, 57
years ago the challenge to create
the Friddle was made when the
family matriarch announced she
was sick of having to cook breakfast
twice each morning at the cottage
just to be able to make enough to
feed a half-dozen or more mouths.

had a small anodizing line at
Graves Brothers so that was the
finish on the Friddle initially,”
he used to recount.
Tested extensively at Alcan,
the Friddle went through a
number of design tweaks and
changes to its finish over the
years.

cheese sandwiches at once, the
Friddle is a super-charged
defrosting tray. “If you put your
frozen meat on the Friddle it will
thaw in a fraction of the time.”

Over the years, Friddles have
been sold first through Graves
Brothers, and later everywhere
from specialty restaurant supply
“At one point Dad decided to outlets to iconic retailers like the
Hudson’s Bay Company.
put a hole in one end so you
could hang it in the cupboard
Nowadays the Friddle is sold
for easier storage,” explains
online at thefriddle.com and it
“By the time I had my eggs made, Susan Curran, Art and Shirley’s
retails for $129.99.
everyone else was done eating and eldest daughter and together
A little further west, in the
gone for the day,” Shirley used to
with husband David the current
explain when telling the story in her owners of The Original Friddle Haliburton Highlands during June
later years.
Company Ltd. “The coating has 2015, Kevin Marshall was sitting
on shore visiting with friends and
evolved now and instead of
Art, Graves Brothers Ltd. scion,
family. Suddenly it started to rain
being done in the States it is
was President of the day at the
and as he ran to the dock to put
coated in Montreal – it’s a
plumbing, heating and metal
the top up on his boat, he
durable, non-stick, easy to
fabrication concern. He was tasked
thought, there’s got to be a better
clean coating.”
with coming up with a solution. His
way!
In addition to offering
eventual response was five pounds
Especially if you weren’t there
enough space to cook an entire
of copper-bearing aluminum, 21.5
to cover your boat or didn’t have a
pack of bacon or eight grilled
inches by 11.5 inches in size. “We
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Photo courtesy of Kevin Marshall,
www.boatshield.ca

Continued: Design Has Been Refined
top, the end result was “having
to bail rainwater out” every time
before you could use it again.
“Covering the boat was the
only logical solution,” he
explains, adding the Boat Shield
canopy system was born soon
after. “Additional benefits are
that it can keep tree sap and sun
rays from damaging the boat's
interior.”
Unlike boathouses, there is
practically zero environmental
impact and thus no permits are
even required to install one on
your dock.

“The Boat Shield canopy is a
cantilevered system that protects
your boat from the elements. It is
made from powder coated steel
and PVC fabric,” said Marshall.
“The canopy mounts on the side
of your dock and hangs over your
boat or PWC.”

switched to a PVC fabric for the
black canopies.”

The Boat Shield system has
been commercially available for
six years now, after Marshall
spent a little time developing and
refining his design. “I sell 120 to
130 units per year now,” he said,
adding the design has continued
to improve over the years. “I have
added more purlins (poles) and

So whether it was out of
necessity to safely enjoy
kayaking, eat together as a
family, or protect a boat from
the elements, these lakeinspired inventions are no less a
part of Our Lakes than the
islands, loons, and Johnnie Green
Spoons.
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An ingenious, custom fit
winter cover – designed to store
the canopy in place – is also now
available. Visit boatshield.ca for
more information.
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All maps from Dr. Lake’s Chart
of the Rideau Lakes Route,
1920 3rd edition, courtesy of
Laurie Bresee & Ken Watson.

History of the Rideau
Communities – Part 3
testament to human genius,
sacrifice, and perseverance.

Highway 15. Portland boasts two
full-service marinas and is one of
the main gateways for visitors to
For a number of years I've been
access Big Rideau Lake. There are
compiling the histories of
a variety of places to stay in the
communities in the Rideau corridor
By Ken Watson
area. Both boat tours and boat
for posting to several websites I
rentals are available in town.
What sets the Rideau apart from
operate. This information is a
other lakes and river systems is its rich
consolidation of those histories,
In addition to boating, there are
history. The oldest continuously
with communities listed from south many things for the landlubber to
operated canal in North America, the
to north along the route.
do and see in the Portland area.
locks work today much as they did when
The Cataraqui all-season trail
About Portland
first opened in 1832. The canal, built in a
passes just a bit east of town, golf
wild frontier of lakes, rivers and swamps
Portland is a small village located courses are located nearby, one of
is an engineering marvel and a
on Big Rideau Lake and adjacent to the local B&Bs offer horseback
Editor’s Note: This is the third
instalment in a multi-part series of
stories spotlighting the communities of
the Rideau Canal.
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Continued: Portland Settled Early
riding, and cheese lovers will want
to visit the Forfar dairy store,
located just a few kilometres south
of town.
History
Portland is one of the early
settlements along the Rideau.
Although land was granted in the
area of Portland in 1801, it was not
until the early 1820s that a
community started to grow in the
location of the present-day town. An
1818 map shows a trail leading to
the location which is named “Old
Landing.” An 1828 map also shows it
as “Old Landing” with more of a
substantial road leading to it (a road
built in 1816). Local history credits
the first settler on the village site as
being Ami Chipman (b.1807, son of
Heman Chipman). An 1830 map
shows a “small settlement” in this
location. The name of the small
community was changed to Portland
in 1833, in honour of William Henry
Cavendish Bentinck, the 3rd Duke of
Portland. The name Portland comes
from the Isle of Portland, which lies
offshore from Weymouth in Dorset,
England.
Portland remained a centre of
commerce through the 1800s,
serving the commercial boat traffic
that plied the Rideau. The business
directory for 1866-67 listed coopers,
hotel keepers, storekeepers,
blacksmiths, wagon makers, mitten
makers, a watch maker, a miller, and
a dentist. When commercial activity
along the Rideau slowed down in
the early 1900s, the main activity in
Portland became a service centre for
local residents, including the many
people starting to cottage on Big
Rideau Lake. This remains Portland’s
raison d’être to this day.

There are several interesting
buildings to see in Portland.
These include the Emmanuel
Anglican Church located on the
height of land at the south end
of town which was built in 1862.
It was expanded in 1885 and in
1897 a tower with a bell was
added. Today it is the Emmanuel
Heritage Centre run by the
Portland on the Rideau Historical
Society.
About Smiths Falls
Smiths Falls is a full-service
community, located about
halfway between Ottawa and
Kingston. With a population of
9,000, it is the largest community
in the Rideau Corridor. Smiths
Falls offers a full range of
services for the visitor including
restaurants (including most
“brand name” fast food outlets),
a wide variety of stores, and
much more. There are many
available accommodations in
Smiths Falls including inns,
motels and B&Bs. Boaters will
find ample dockage at Victoria
Park, just a few minutes walk
away from the centre of town.
There are lots of interesting
sites to see in Smiths Falls.
Prominent among these are the
Rideau Canal Visitor Information
Centre, the Railway Museum and
the Heritage House Museum.
Another favourite pastime is
watching the boats lock through
the Rideau Canal locks. Smiths
Falls hosts three lock stations,
Smiths Falls Detached (1 lock),
Smiths Falls Combined (1 lock)
and Old Slys (2 locks). The central
lock station, the Smiths Falls
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Combined Lock, was built in
1972-73, replacing a flight
of three, now unused, locks.
It boasts the greatest single
lock lift on the Rideau Canal
system, 7.9 metres (26
feet).
Smiths Falls provides the
opportunity for many local
recreation activities. There
are several parks located in
the town and two nearby
golf courses. The town also
has two arenas, a
squash/curling club, tennis
courts and more.
There is an event taking
place in Smiths Falls almost
every weekend throughout
the summer months.
History
Originally known as
Smyth’s Falls, it was named
after Thomas Smyth, a
United Empire Loyalist who
received a 400-acre land
grant in the area in 1786.
Smyth did nothing with the
land and in 1810 he
mortgaged it to a man in
Boston. In 1823, Smyth built
a sawmill at Smyth’s Falls,
but he never lived there,
choosing to stay in
Elizabethtown Township on
the St. Lawrence and also at
Burritts Rapids. Apparently
the mortgage, which Smyth
thought had been paid, had
not, and in 1824 his
ownership of the land was
contested. Smyth lost the
court case and the land was
sold in 1825 to Charles
Jones (of Jones Falls fame)

Continued: Once Called Wardsville
who immediately sold it at a profit to
Abel Russell Ward.
It was Ward who in 1826 was the
first to move into the area and
actively start to build a settlement.
The building of the Rideau Canal,
completed in 1832, greatly expanded
the settlement. Now called
Wardsville, it became the hub of
commerce in the region. In 1836 the
name of St. Francis was proposed,
but most residents had reverted to
using the original name of Smyth’s
Falls, or Smiths Falls as it was now
known.
In 1882 the village council wanted
a new name. Rideau City and

Atironda were put forward but
the residents resisted,
preferring the commonly used
“Smiths Falls.” The town was
incorporated in 1883. A clerical
error at that time in Toronto
resulted in the registration of
the name as Smith’s Falls. That
error was rectified in 1968,
officially recognizing the longstanding use of the town’s
name as Smiths Falls.
In the late 1800s, the
railroad came to town. Rail
transportation was taking over
from water transportation and
Smiths Falls benefited by
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becoming the hub of rail traffic
in the region. A direct rail link
was made from Smiths Falls to
Montreal. The Canadian
Northern Railway station, built
in 1914, is now the Railway
Museum of Eastern Ontario.
The last passenger train to stop
at that station was in 1979.
Today there is a small VIA Rail
station at the north end of
town. CPR used to have a train
station here, but it was closed
in 2011 and re-purposed as the
Station Theatre.
One of the historic buildings
in town is the Heritage House

Continued: Canal Visitor Centre
Museum. It was built in 1862 by Joshua Bates, a
prominent miller and merchant. In 1977 the
building was purchased by the Town of Smiths
Falls and returned to its 19th Century glory. The
Rideau Canal Visitor Information Centre is
housed in an interesting building, part of the
Woods Mill complex, established on Wards
Island in the 1840s. The current stone buildings
were built in 1887. Purchased by Parks Canada in
1981, the complex underwent extensive
renovations. In 1991 the eastern half of the
complex became the Rideau Canal Office of
Parks Canada and the granary section became
the Rideau Canal Museum. The museum was
changed into the Rideau Canal Visitor
Information Centre in 2012.

locks on the Rideau Canal as it passes
through town. You will find these adjacent
to the blockhouse, built in 1832 to guard the
locks. The blockhouse features a moat and
drawbridge and it is open to the public. The
locks operate today just as they did in 1832.
Just across the bridge over the locks you will
find the Industrial Heritage Complex
Museum, the site of some of the original
mills. In addition to in town shopping and
sight seeing, there are several golf courses
located in the area. Stop by The Depot,
located on the waterfront in Blockhouse
Park. It is a Rideau Canal interpretive centre
run by Friends of the Rideau. There are a
variety of accommodations available in or
near Merrickville.

For more information about Smiths Falls read,
“Smiths Falls: A Social History of the Men and
Women in a Rideau Canal Community, 17941994” by Glenn J. Lockwood.

History
The first settler into the area was Roger
Stevens who, in 1790, with his wife Polly
and their three young children started to
homestead on the shores of the Rideau
River, near the border of Montague and
Marlborough townships. Roger built a
sawmill at the site of the “Great Falls”
(today’s Merrickville). He drowned in the fall
of 1793, apparently having sold his sawmill
and property to William Mirick prior to his
death. It doesn’t appear that Mirick did
much with the sawmill at that time, likely
because there was some issues with Mirick’s
ownership. But by 1802/03 Mirick had
settled here with his family and either
rebuilt the original sawmill or built a new
one and had also constructed a grist mill. In

About Merrickville
Merrickville, known as the Jewel of the
Rideau, is a thriving community and a very
popular destination spot for visitors coming by
either land or water. The many stone buildings in
town have been restored to their former glory
and are now populated by a variety of shops.
Those interested in arts, crafts, antiques or
collectibles will find Merrickville to be a treasure
trove of opportunity.
The village itself is a wonderful place to tour.
It previously won the Communities in Bloom
award for the Prettiest Village in Canada. A
major feature in the village is the set of three
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Continued: Mirick Got Title in 1804
1804 William Mirick received full title to much of
the land that underlies present day Merrickville
(he received another grant for more land in
Merrickville in 1810).

tourist trade, making Merrickville into what it
is today.
Merrickville hosts many historic buildings. It
has more buildings classified under the Ontario
Heritage Act than any other village of its size in
the province. The most distinctive is the
Blockhouse, built in 1832, the largest along the
Rideau Canal. In 1939 the Merrickville
Blockhouse was designated a National Historic
Site of Canada. It is a now a museum, open to
public viewing. The Depot, located just
upstream from the Blockhouse, was built in
about 1868. The main mill industrial area is on
an island on the north side of the bridge over
the Rideau locks. Destroyed by fire, only the
foundations remain, but Parks Canada has an
interesting interpretation area describing the
area’s past glory. Continuing father north, you
will encounter an operating foundry (open to
visitors), the oldest continuously operated
foundry in Ontario. The buildings that house
the present-day Alloy Foundry date to the mid1800s. Aylings Boatyards is housed in mill
buildings built in the mid-1800s by William
Pearson and William Henry Magee.

The small community that had developed
around the mills was known as Mirick’s, Mirrick’s
or Merrick’s Mills. Mirick is the original Welsh
spelling of this branch of the family. The post
office, established in 1829, used the name
Merrickville. However, the names Mirick/Mirrick
and Merrick were used alternately. In 1860 the
village was incorporated as Mirickville. In May
1862 the spelling was formally changed to
Merrickville. The Mirick family also changed its
name to Merrick at that time.
In 1815, Merrick’s Mills was connected to the
St. Lawrence by a road extending from Prescott.
However, given the condition of roads of that
day, the primary means of transport was still by
water. The building of the Rideau Canal was a
boon for Merrickville. It was to be the site of
three locks. These locks were positioned to the
south of the main river and falls, in an excavated
cut, so as not to disrupt the existing mills. A.C.
Stevens was granted the contract for the lock
work. Initial clearing was done in 1827, but it was
not until 1828 that significant rock work was
started.

Continuing on the north side of the river,
there are several heritage buildings. William
Mirick’s third house, located at 129 Mill Street
was built sometime between 1821 and 1839. It
attests to William Mirick’s prosperity. The
Merrick Tavern located at 106 Mill Street, now
a private residence, is one of the earliest
surviving buildings in Merrickville.

When the canal opened in 1832 Merrickville
thrived on the new commerce it generated.
Goods could now be easily shipped to and from
Kingston and Montreal. By the time of village
incorporation in 1860, the population had grown
to almost 1,000. The railroad, connecting
Montreal to Toronto, reached Merrickville in
1887 and allowed a healthy commerce to
continue.

For detailed information about the history
of Merrickville, read “Merrickville, Jewel on the
Rideau” by Larry Turner, 1995.
Ken Watson is the author of four books
about the history of the Rideau Canal and one
all about paddling the Rideau Canal (which
includes a lot of history).

By the early 20th Century, Merrickville, like
many rural communities, was in decline. The
population was decreasing as the young left town
to seek work in urban centres. In the 1970s and
1980s Merrickville underwent a transformation.
The lovely architecture of the town was an
obvious tourist attraction. Work was done to
preserve and enhance the historic values of the
village. Businesses shifted to catering for the

He also edited and produced the
1839 to 1850 journal of Lockmaster
Peter Sweeney (The Sweeney Diary).
To learn more about his publications visit
Rideau-info.com/canal/books.html.
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All photos courtesy of
David Radcliffe
The main plaza, Bogota,
Colombia.

Adventure on the Fly
COVID Relents Enough for
Globe Trekking Anglers to
Explore Colombia
By David Radcliffe

Need a lift?

After a long hiatus, due to a
global pandemic resulting in limited
air travel, I finally had the
opportunity to once again pursue
some new species with one of
many fly rods. This time it was
Payara, Pacu and Peacock Bass in
Colombia. The big three “P”s had
been on my list as long as I can
remember. They each come with a
generous amount of exoticism,
rarity and fabled fighting ability to
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justify the long journey flying out
of Toronto to the border of
Colombia and Venezuela.
After several months of
research, I finally chose the
Orinoco River and one of its vast
and varied tributaries, the
Vichada River. From most
international airports, daily flights
take you first to Bogota. This is
the capital of Colombia, a city of
nearly 8 million, and well worth
arriving a few days early, allowing

From Monserrate, where the cable car rises another
1,000 metres above Bogota, Colombia.

Continued: Plenty of Sights to See
an angler to take in the many
sights and attractions the city has
to offer. It is a safe, vibrant and
modern city worth exploring.
A daily in-country flight takes you
to Puerto Inirida, the last version
of what most people would
consider civilization before
departing for Tucunare Lodge
(tucunarelodge.com). The lodge
takes care of booking these flights
and includes the cost in the
package price. Any last-minute or
forgotten gear, toiletries or bug
dope can be purchased before
departure to the lodge and, at this
point, the realization of just what
you are in for starts to take hold. A
four-hour boat ride upriver, and
into the jungle is necessary just to
get to the camp. Fear and good
judgment should not impede what
is an amazing boat ride in relative
comfort. Slowly, as we crept
further into the jungle, traffic on
the river diminishes to a handful of
dugout canoes and the occasional
outboard powered freight or
people hauler plying the river
systems.
Upon arrival at the lodge, we
were greeted by the staff/
residents of the small village
directly behind the camp we
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would call home for eight
days. Supper was served as
soon as we finished settling
into our respective cabins.
The camp consists of double
occupancy cabins with a
shower and toilet in each,
decent beds, mosquito
netting and storage closets
for gear and clothing. Each
cabin is made from locally
milled lumber and thatched
roofing. If there was a cat
within one hundred miles, it
could easily be thrown
through the gaps in the floor
and walls. The
accommodations are sparse
if not practical. Floor fans are
provided and a generator
runs the power needed for
the camp. The staff and
lodge owner speak very
limited English so a
translation device or Spanish
to English dictionary are
advisable but a combination
of hand gestures and
charades will suffice.
Breakfast is at 5 a.m. and
we were in the boats and off
to our first lagoons by 5:45.
Meals are simple fare but
ample and very tasty. In

Peacock Bass

Continued: Fish On!
order to not be covered in bug dope
and sunscreen, head to toe dress is
advised. You are, after all, in the
jungle and there are biting insects at
all hours of the day and night. The
boats are perfect for the task they
are needed for, stout 14-ft.
aluminums with casting decks and
40hp outboards. Stable and
comfortable. Casting big flies from
the deck, we never felt a need to
perform a balancing act.
Up to this point, value for return
on investment was not proportional.
This was about to change drastically.
The first lagoon produced Peacock
Bass on the second cast. And big fish,
the first of the trip was estimated at
12 lbs, the second at 18 lbs and so on
and so on. Medium to large flashy
flies with sink tip lines were required
but this was conveyed to us before

Payara – commonly known as Vampire Fish.

we even got in the boats, so we
were ready for what was
exceptional fishing. I used a
9wt. rod but an 8 or 10wt.
would do nicely as chucking
flies that resemble wet dish
towels takes a stout rod and
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matching reel and line. Getting
the fly down quickly was key
and a sink tip certainly did the
trick. Following two days of the
lagoon adventures, we switched
to combating Payara or Vampire
Fish as they are commonly

Pacu, an omnivorous fish related to Piranha.

Continued: Pacu Over 40 lbs On Flies
referred to. My apprehension regarding regular
hookups or even landing one of these fish was
quickly shattered. Payara live, hunt and feed in the
deep pools and fast water around the many rapids of
the Orinoco and Vichada Rivers. Many of the same
flies used for Peacocks can be used for Payara but
silver, white or grey with black or red backs work
best when stripped deep and fast. The take is violent
and resolute butt hook sets must match the take.
Payara in these river systems grow big and wire is a
must if you plan on landing one. The lodge record
stands at over 30 lbs and fly fishers can expect
steady action all day long.
As an added bonus, the river holds Pacu, an
omnivorous fish related to the Piranha, can be had
using a wooden or plastic bead that resembles
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seeds, their main food source. Pacu can reach
grand proportions and Tucunare Lodge boasts
fish over 40 lbs on a fly rod. They tend to take
the fly as gentle as a trout but run like a tuna.
If luxury accommodations, air conditioning
and feather pillows are your expectation then
this is not the place I would recommend. If you
want to exceed your expectations for a flyfishing adventure with plenty of big and varied
fish species, Tucunare Lodge will be worth every
penny of the cost.
David Radcliffe is a retired schoolteacher, fly
fisherman, trapper and hunter. Pre-COVID he
travelled the world to fly fish & experience other
cultures and is now happy to get back at it.

All photos by
FABN Furnace
Falls Farm &
Forest School

The Fun is Rising at Furnace Falls
FABN Farm & Forest
School Appeals to Young
& Young-at-Heart
By Kelli McRobert
When I think back to when I was a child, school
was four walls and a structured education. I often
felt a bit out of place as my curiosity wanted
more. Hearing the lessons did not appeal to my
visual and tactile senses. When I recently spoke
with Kelly McGann from the Furnace Falls Farm
and Forest School, I was instantly drawn into a
culture of passionate learning through experience.
I longed for turning back the clocks and being
taken to a time when I could wander through the
forest and feel the earth beneath my feet, touch
the leaves and explore dirt, bugs, and MUD! Kelly
explained that the Frontenac Arch Biosphere

Network – or simply FABN – offers outdoor Nature
Camps that are ‘nurturing and respectful’ towards
the environment.

Support Grassroots Journalism Today
If you always throw a Sawbuck in a musician’s case, why not do the same for
the local scribe? Reader donations help ensure we can continue publishing.
E-transfer all gratuities to: john@curranandassociates.com
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Continued: With Wendy’s Market
One program is offered in Lyndhurst, in
conjunction with Wendy’s Market, at a spot that
once used to be a school. The second is the Mac
Johnson location, just north of Brockville, where
younger students aged 4-11 can explore ponds,
forests, and green spaces, to name but a few
areas of interest.
Kelly was enthusiastic as she explained how she
was once a ‘traditional’ teacher who then evolved
into yoga and kayaking instructor, and this led her
toward a journey of discovery on how she wanted
to approach education and support children’s
curiosities and independent interests.
She explained that they have facilitators who
escort the children throughout their adventures
with each activity, offering them a choice as to
what they want to discover. Spring is also a great
time to have students attend their Spring Fling
where activities revolve around maple syrup, baby
animals and the welcoming of spring to the farm,
greenhouse and forest.
During the events, students can enjoy a healthy
lunch that is made with a ‘farm to table’ approach,
as the children can pick fresh in-season produce
and gain a better understanding of sustainability
and healthy eating choices.
The main underlying theme was always creating
a “safe space” for students to explore their natural

curiosities and interests. Their current offerings
include weekend programs, Farm & Forest School,
spring break programs, and summer camps.
For more information on how to enrol your
children on their own personal journey of discovery
you can contact Kelly@fabn.ca or check out their
website.
Thank you to Kelly and her staff for providing this
great program and I envy the child that can learn
and grow, one adventure at a time by exploring our
great lakes, ponds and fields.
Let the adventures begin!
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the land wouldn't permit a creek to run out of this basin. I
had to find out what was going on. I started walking around
the little swamp and sure enough, the water was flowing into
the side hill and ostensibly, underground into Draper Lake.
Finding this disappearing stream was quite an event in my
My forays into the bush and wild country, as an
young life, I told all about it when I got back to the Village but
adventurous teenager, didn't always lead me into the
no one was very impressed, or, at least not enough to check
same places.
it out. This is 60 years along, and more, and I wonder if it is
Once in awhile I would get the urge to go to the west of still there?
Perth Road Village, with my little rifle. This would mean
My trips around Indian Lake always included the Frontenac
crossing the highway, hopping the fence & scooting across
Lead Mine where I would get back on the railway tracks to
the big field. This would take me past the old farmhouse
return home. About halfway to Perth Road one had to pass
where we had lived prior to moving into the village. After
over the bridge (tunnel) that drains the big field off the
that I was soon on the railway tracks heading west to the
Wilmer Road. My Dad used to cut the marsh hay there and
creek that drains Indian Lake. It was a bit dicey but I could
take it into the barn at the Harris Place where we lived. It
always make my way over the logs that floated there to
made good bedding for the cows and they could handle a bit
the other side… without getting too wet.
of it for food, but we didn't dare let the horses eat it, much as
Once over the creek I was in strange territory but as
they loved it, for it would make them sick with something
long as I could see the lake I was always aware of my
called Black Water, which could be fatal.
where-abouts. Following the curve of Indian Lake around
In latter years, the neighbourhood kids and I would travel
for a mile or so, brought me to the beaver dam that
to that tunnel when the winter was cold and the water was
partially blocked the water from Spectacle Lake. This dam
frozen all the way through. We would get on our backs in the
was low and continuous and was quite easy to cross.
concrete tunnel and put our feet on the ceiling and could we
About two years later my older brother and I would make
ever go, back and forth through the tunnel; great fun!
this same trip with my little .22, when the suckers were
Shortly after leaving the tunnel, I would walk down the
running. As these big, black suckers nosed into the top of
tracks
another half-mile and go into the woods where a small
the dam, I shot six of them in the head. We had a bransack (feed-sack) into which we stuffed the fish, for the trip spring bubbled cold water out of the ground. Desperate,
thirsty and dehydrated after my long walk, I would stretch
home. Unfortunately, I never thought about what the
out on my belly and drink vast amounts right from the spring.
combined weight of these fish would be, I couldn't carry
(In later years I learned you should NEVER do this as you may
them. Finally, my brother being much bigger than I,
pick up a leech in your throat that could conceivably kill you.)
fashioned a strap of sorts on the bag, threw it on his
shoulder and we started on the long walk around Indian
My little .22 and I parted ways when I was about 17 years
Lake.
old. I used to yearn for a pistol to carry, so one day I put my
little gun in a vise and hack-sawed most of the barrel and
My Mom always welcomed fish into the house, she
would clean the flesh from the bones and fry it up for us. magazine off. With very little effort I was able to fashion the
shorter magazine back in place, so that it held about seven
My Dad had an interesting part now, he would take a
bullets. Voila, I had my pistol. The only problem with my
block of wood and an axe and split those sucker-heads.
Then he would remove the insides (brains) and he would "new" gun was that it didn't shoot very straight and when
you fired it the report was twice as loud as normal.
cook all the meat off the bones and turn it into the most
delicious soup that you ever ate. Not a lot different than
My Mom was terribly worried that I would shoot myself or
oyster stew. (Now, I wonder if he removed the eyeballs?) someone else with it, plus it was plain illegal. One day when I
was away she found it and put it into the hot cook-stove. This
On another occasion, when I ventured across the dam
burned all of the wood from it and then she threw it into a
at Spectacle Lake, I wandered on around this pleasant,
deep hole in the corner of our basement and covered it over.
little lake and soon came to the edge of Draper Lake and
sort of followed it to the west. I eventually came to a little I missed my gun for awhile but eventually figured that Mom
had done me a favour.
swamp with a small stream flowing into it. My curiosity
Glen E. Smith
was piqued because while there was water running in,
there was no obvious drain for this little swamp. The lay of
Loughborough Lake
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I Love
the Lake
in Spring
Story and photos by
Massey Leach-Rathwell
Spring is always a busy time for lake
goers. Local cottagers are busy getting
their cottages open and ready for the
season. They are getting their docks
back in the water. Boats are getting
motors tuned up and ready for this
year’s fishing trips.
I love the lake in springtime because
it gives me a chance to get some great
photos of freshly open water. The open
waters here on the Rideau reflect the
sky for some awesome views. Here are
a couple of photos that I have taken
recently to share with all of you
readers.

Massey Leach-Rathwell is a
self-described Big Rideau Lake
country guy. He loves fishing,
photography and nature as well
as being a skilled woodburning enthusiast.
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Quinn’s First
Spring
Clockwise, top right; This is Quinn’s first
spring in the world. So many things to see,
so many creatures around the marsh and
trails to meet.
April 16 – Alert deer this morning.
April 15 – Saw a male and female northern
harrier today (before the wind kicked up).
This is a male.
April 16 – A mallard popping up off of the
wet edge of the pasture.
April 12 – Encountered an American bittern
this morning. Nice to see them back, but
they can sure blend in when they want to.
April 25 – A bit of a long/cropped shot, but
always nice to get a peek at a northern
flicker.

Bill Kendall, Verona
“Live, Love & Protect Nature”
Be sure to follow Bill on Facebook for an
almost daily photographic peek at
nature & wildlife around our area.
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Welcome to Spring
Well, we survived a rather harsh winter this year
and most of us have been hitting the outdoor courts
as long as it is above zero. Tournaments have begun
and we can take advantage of the tax savings for an
overnight stay within Ontario!
“This tax credit encourages Ontario residents to
explore Ontario to help cities recover from the
tourism impacts of COVID-19. Travel for an Ontario
pickleball tournament before the end of the year and
save your receipts so you can claim part of your
expenses on your 2022 income tax return.”
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontario-staycation-taxcredit
For those looking for something for the kids to do,
the RA Pickleball Camp will be running this summer
for boys and girls aged 9-14, getting the next
generation excited about the sport. The sessions run
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and offer pre and post supervision
from 8:30 until 4:30. Here is the link for more
information: https://www.racentre.com/child-youthprograms/2022-ra-camps/summer-camps/campprograms/pickleball-camp/.
White Lake Pickleball sessions are continuing to
run for Beginner to Intermediate players and are now
offered outdoors at various locations within South &
Central Frontenac. Personalized training sessions to
suit your schedule, grab a few friends for a private
session, birthday party or come join the groups to
meet new players. All equipment provided. Call 613374-5662 for more information.
Looking for a new hybrid ball? The SLK Hybrid Ball
by Selkirk is one you can try. “The SLK by Selkirk
Hybrid ball was designed to be played both indoors
or outdoors and engineered to create extended
rallies, offering a great playing experience for both
new and veteran players,” the company reports.
Durability: Designed to last. Great for Beginners:
Optimal ball for beginners or pickleball programs.
Indoor and Outdoor Play: The SLK Hybrid ball was
designed to be able to play both indoors and
outdoors. Extended Rallies: Engineered to stay in
play, creating extended rallies which offer the
ultimate enjoyment in your game, no matter your
level.

A few updates locally... Gerald Ball Park is
getting a new dog park and volleyball added,
and Centennial Park is getting the fence repairs
done. Glendower Hall will be getting lines
applied and Sharbot Lake is working on opening
up after April 11 and would love players to
donate $50 towards the season to support
court improvements and equipment.
Special shout out to Natalie Senecal and her
hubby for their fundraising support and the
yummy maple syrup sales! $20 got you a litre
of maple syrup with $5 of every sale going to
court improvements in Sharbot Lake! Bravo!
Newboro courts are now open for the
season and they are welcoming new players
and have regularly scheduled play with the
Rideau Lakes Pickleball Club. You can find them
on Facebook.
The Verona Lions Hall will be removing their
indoor tape for waxing by the end of April and
are planning to apply lines outdoors for 3
courts for public use...more details to follow.
See you on the courts, and remember, wear
sunscreen as we start to ease into the hot days
of summer (we can only hope...).
Paddles Up!
Kelli McRobert, BEd., CRSP, CES
Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
NCCP & PPR Certified Instructor
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Why Did the Turtle Cross the Road?
By Mabyn Armstrong
There are several things to
consider before moving a turtle
that has completed nesting
across the road.
The nesting process for a
female turtle can take anywhere
from one to three hours. For
those females found nesting on
the roadsides, when the female
has completed the nesting
process, she is exhausted.
This is made evident by her
uncoordinated gate. Her
movements will be very slow
and often times jerky, with her
legs warbling beneath her as she
takes cautious steps forward.
This is a crucial point where you
must pay close attention. Her
intent may be to return to the
water on the same side of the
road where she nested but her
movements may not look like
that is where she is heading.

Photo by Allen Tian
Midland painted turtle.

from her to not spook or distract
her while she is in the process of
nesting and try not to speak out to
anyone when doing this as well.
She must feel secure in her
process of laying her eggs and we
do not want to do anything that
could interrupt the process.

will have interrupted the journey to
her intended destination.
After having deposited her on the
other side of the road, in all
likelihood, she would be inclined to
turn around and head back across
the road to access the water source
on the same side she had nested as
that was her original goal.

The wide arch of her turn may
take her as far as the outside white
The chance that someone could
line of the roadway which will be
very unnerving and prompt you to again help her cross the road may no
want to pick her up and carry her longer be available so she would
Oftentimes the worn-out
most probably not make it and be a
across the road.
turtle may start making a very
victim of road mortality.
wide arched turn which will
You must patiently wait and
initially look like she is heading
watch her as she continues making
It takes an average of nine
for the road with the intention
that arched turn with the end
minutes for a turtle to cross a twoto cross. This is where you must result bringing her back full circle
lane road. If that road is busy enough
be patient and observe her from in the direction of the water
to require turtle monitoring, then it
a distance to not influence her
source on the same side as she
would be pretty much guaranteed
behaviour but still be close
nested which is where she
that the turtle would not successfully
enough to respond if necessary. intended to go.
cross back on her own.
The rule of thumb is to always
It will be important to indicate
If after nesting, she gives clear
move
a turtle in the direction that
the presence of the turtle to
indication that she wants to cross
it is heading. Only in this situation,
passing motorists so we
the road by passing over the white
it can be very confusing. To simply
recommend placing one or two
line and heading directly across the
pick her up and carry her across
12-inch safety cones on the
road, then most definitely intervene
the road would most definitely be
oncoming traffic side of where
and carry her across when it is safe
the wrong thing to do.
the turtle is nesting to indicate
to do so.
to drivers there is a nesting
Had you picked her up as she
For more information visit
turtle and to slow down and go
started making the arch because
Turtles Kingston on Facebook or
around when it is safe to do so.
you thought it looked like she
turtleskingston@gmail.com.
Place the cones at least 20 feet
intended to cross the road, you
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Thanks to All You Race Moms
’Twas the week before races, and all thru the team
We were all ready, and shared the same dream.
We all had our practice, from snow and thru muck.
The race lines so deep, we got stuck in their ruts.
We rode thru the sunshine, the wind, and the rain,
We admired our bikes, sometimes it seemed vain.
Our team is extensive, from 50s thru 80s,
Some's first race was when they were mere babies.
We thought of the races, the gates, and the crowd.
The chance of a podium, won't we be proud.
Our parents blew their budgets, but is it enough?
The first race is at Gopher, sure to be tough.
If you like what we offer, then follow our dream,
And follow the season of the 601 team.
First race of the season, we’ll be active at the
Regional, Provincial, East coast and National level of
motocross.
Special shout out to the moto Moms as Mother’s
Day approaches, they’re essential in our day-to-day
race efforts, sometimes being shadows but always
there providing the love and nurturing we need.
Happy Mother’s Day!
‘Til next time, catch us at a track near you.
Shawn Peirson
Coach, Rockport Motorsports
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List your products,
services or what have you
here in the

Get yourself seen

@FrontenacGreyRatSnakes
A Species-at-Risk currently classed as Threatened,
Frontenac’s Grey Rat Snakes are Canada’s largest
snake and are only found in this part of the country.
Their future is up to us. Please Like our page, share
your photos and Give Our Snakes a Little Space.

For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you are in
the Directory for 12 issues.
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444

Sign up and get in front
of more potential
customers each issue!
List your products or
services here in the

& get your homebased business seen.
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Nothing More Rewarding
My name is Val Irwin and our
family has lived in the
Harrowsmith area for over 50
years. We have four children and
10 grandchildren. Five years ago,
we lost my husband of 57 years,
Jerry, to cancer. He had been an
avid golfer and Golf Marshall at
Rivendell Golf Course for many
years, and understandably as a
family we were missing him
greatly. We decided to organize
and host a charity golf
tournament in Jerry’s honour
with all the proceeds helping a
local community organization.
A family friend put us in touch
with the (then) President and
Founder of New Leaf Link (NeLL),
Karin Steiner. She invited us to
come into the program to meet
the participants who are all
adults living in our community
with physical and developmental
disabilities.
As soon as we entered the
large gym at Harrowsmith Free
Methodist Church where the
program is based, we felt like we
were a part of another big family.
Everyone was so warm and

welcoming. The participants were
interested in who we were and
wanted to get to know us and they
asked many questions. Karin
showed us financial reports to
show how our fundraiser could
benefit this non-profit
organization. This left us no
question about who we would hold
the charity golf tournament for.

day. I must say that my favourite is
the music programs as NeLL invites in
talented local musicians. It is very
entertaining to see how quickly the
hands go up to request favourite
songs to sing along and dance to.
When there are not live musicians,
the Program Facilitator, Chris Boal,
brings out his guitar and fun
participant Karaoke begins!

I have volunteered in our
community for over 40 years with
local play groups, youth dances,
student councils and the
Sydenham Foodbank, to name a
few. Now I happily spend my time
at New Leaf Link, where I am
affectionately referred to as the
“new-old lady on the block.” I
enjoy my time there so much that
my original two days per week
quickly became three. I did not
want to miss a moment!

Volunteering at this program and
being able to be a part of these
special moments with the NeLL
participants has offered me a very
fulfilling experience. There is nothing
more rewarding than being a
volunteer at New Leaf Link.
Valerie Irwin
NeLL Program Volunteer

With COVID-19 being a great
concern to the vulnerable
participants, one of my main
responsibilities at NeLL is to make
sure surfaces are sanitized. This
keeps me very busy, but I am
fortunate to also enjoy the
programming that is offered each
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New Leaf Link (NeLL) is a non-profit
organization located in Harrowsmith,
Ont., which provides educational
programming to adults living with
developmental disabilities. NeLL does
not receive any government funding
and relies heavily on community
support. To learn more, or to donate,
please Click Here. Watch this space
for more NeLL stories, pictures,
profiles and more.

